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Bush to trust
'inner circle'
5 aides form transition team
Committee and, for tne pas~
eight years, vice president.
WASHINGTON - A man
In those POSitiOns, he is
who has considered himself a remembered
a leader who
good friend of George Bush for made few boldasmovfS,
several decades was asked, off team player who, ina loyal
Sam
the recf'rd, whr.t kind of Rayburn's phrase, got along
presiden' r!e thinks Bw.h will by going along.
make.
In his presidential camHe mulled the thooght over
and finally said, "I don't know. paign, he stuck doggedly to the
strategy
his aides devised:
1 realI" don't. He's a wonderful
friend; a good man. But 1 Don't go into details about
what
you'll
d? as president.
honestly don't know what he'll
do as president."
A political chameleon known
more for loyalty tban
decisiveness, George Bush, 64, Gus Bode
is still an unknown quantity as
a leader.
A Yankee by· birth and a
Texan by choice, Bush has
:::~:7~- ~~ ~
been an oilman, a two-term
congressman, ambassador to
the United Nations, director of
the CIA, envoy to China, head Gus lays he's already
of the Republican National changing his coiora
Scripps Howard News Service

~~~~

Clownin' around
Kevin "the Clown" Ryan, from the Ringling
Brother'l Barnum and Baney Circul entertalna from left, Mr. and Mra. Robert Ailip
and Thomal Vall.,. In their room at the

"'emorlal Hospaal of Carbondale Tueaday
aitunoon. Ryan II In Carbondale to
promote the coming of the circul to the
Arena next week.

First time blood donor~ boost total toward goal
By Phyllis Coon

n<lnations will 'be taken from UniverSity'S fall blood drive,
10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the Ugentaaid.·
"The number of people who
A first-time blood donor Student Center Ballrooms.
Time schedules and donation donate bas to build everyday,"
quietly slipped into the Student
locations were reasons Hart Ugent said. "Pe.>ple tend to
Center Wednesday afternoon.
gave for not donating before.
\Vait until the end of the week
His temperature, blood
"Everything is so handy to donate. But the turnout has
pressure and a brief medical here," Hart said. "I'm pretty been good."
J.istory were take!} by Red impressed with how the blood
During the drive 313 people
Cross volunteers. he then was drive is operated. I d;.dn't have donated for the first time,
escorted to a donor bed.
expect the line and all the Ugent said. On Tuesday there
"The blood drive an- people."
were 100 first-time donors, she
nouncement came across my
Hart said he didn't know if said.
desk, and I told my secretary his donating would influence
"Pepsi donated two liters to
tnat I was going to donate," others in t1,e Athletics first-time donors on Tuesday,"
Jim Hart, athletics director, Department to donate.
Ugent said. "We probably had
said
"I don't have numbers on a high first time turn out
The total collected as of how many people in the Lecause of that."
department donate, but it'~
There also were many
Wednesday was 1,416 pints.
For the drive. Blood Makes probably not tl)() many," Hart return donors.
"I donate because I feel like
The World Go Round, to reach said. "I hope more people from
its g'lal of 2,500 pints, over all around the University it's the responsible thing to
do," Amy Perry, sophomore in
1,000 pints nt!t'd ~., be collected would come out and dona te."
More than 1,000 pints of English, said. "No one can cry
on Thursday anc F 'iday,
Vivian Ugent, Red C~:)Ss blood blood have been donated
drive coordma! 11. said. during the first four days of the See DRIVE, Pag_ 5

Staff Writer

Photo b, Paul Ka'lllia.

Athletics Director Jim Hart glY. . blood at the Red Cros. blood
drive In the Student Center Wednesday. The drive ends Friday.

Team: Accreditation for journalism conditional
By Wayne Wallace
and Loria Roberaon
Staff Writers

A rc'Commendation that the
School of Journalism's accreditation be retained on a
provis!onal basis will be made

This ~lorning
I

Family raises
'exotic' animals
-Page8
Runners prepa~e
in District 5 maet
- Sports 20
Rain, n..r 80.

by an accrediting team to Lhe
National Accreditation
Council.
The accreditation team,
which inspected the school
Monday through Wednesday,
said the journalism program
v'as "suffering from neglect

due to a decade of declining
University budgets," according to Walter Jaehnig,
School of Journalism director.
Jaehnig said full accreditation may be denied
because of major problems in
four of the 12 areas of

requirement standards.
Student placement and
advisement, School budgeting,
internships, and public service
activites failed to meet the
team's requirements_
These four areas were found
lacking for several reasons,

most of which t;tem from a
lack of funds, Jaehnig said.
Linda Seibert, academic
adviser, said the report was
somewhat critical of the advisement area and internship
See JOURNAliSM, Peoe 5

Democrats keep control of Legislature
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (UP!)
- COutrol of the Illinois House
and Senate remain in
Democratic hands, with no
change in the bottom line
despite an estimated $4.5
million spent in legislative
races and the defeat of twu
House members.
"We held our own," said
William Holland, chief of staff
for Senate Presioent Philip
Rock, D-Oak Park. "Wf'" are
always disappointed when we

don't gain more seats but you
can't go wrong when
Democrats are in controL"
"In light of the presidential
returns, we're very haPPi with
the outcome," echoed Gary
LaPaille, chief af staff for
House Speaker Michael
Madigan, D-Chicago, who said
he believes Republicans spent

~d~~'fwi::an~~~ w~~

closely enough otLer districts
they could have won_

The result likely will mean
Democrats will be in charge
when House and Senate
district maps are redrawn
following the 1990 census,
possibly allowing them to
continue in power through the
next decade. Republicans will
have one more shot to grab the
Senate reins, but GOP officials
admit with only 20 seats up for
election two years from now,
their odds are not ~ood.
Democrats retamed their 31-

28 edge in the Senate, as incumbent lawmakers overcame strong challenges from
well-financed opponents. Five
key Senate seats, considered
targets by both sides, went to
the incumbents in contests that
proved to be a lot easier than
predicted, including two
Republican seats in Chicago
that Democrats had hoped to
regain.
See ILLINOIS, Page 5
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Crowds Jeer mercenaries
In Maldives coup attempt

Send llepll6s to:
P.O. Box 483
Dundee IL. 60118

MALE, Maldives (UP!) - Furious crowdll Wednesday kicked,
pummeled and jeered mercenaries And ring leaders who were
brought back to the Maldivian capital in bandcuffs and chains
after a failed coup and escape attempt. ResidentE in the archipelago of 1,200 low-lying coral islands 380 miles southwest of
India's southern tip watched the spectacle on state-nm
television. which broadcast the public humiliation of the mercenaries.

Hillel sponsors
a ShabbcN I'otluck
Dinner
at Interfaith Center
9135.llIInol.
(Corner III. & Grand)
Friday Nov. 11
6:00pm
Bring a dish to pass

With Mr. Bold Club Music

50¢ Speedrails for the
Ladies 'til 12:00

Ortega to negotlat. with Bu.h admlnl.tratlon
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (UPI) - President Daniel Ortega said
be would seek negotiations with the administration of Presidentelect George Bush to try to normalize rebtions between
Washington and Managua. The re1at:ons would involve only
"mutual security issues" and could nllt involve domestic policy
issues inside Nicara~, he said at a press conference TuPllday
night. "Nicaragua IS ready to begin a seriOU! an:.i f~!
dialogue with the United States to try to normalize relations," he
said.

or

'3.00 Contrib",tion
For detal!s call 549-7387
or 457-4007

China .arthquak. d.ath toll .urpa •••• 1,000

$100££

BEIJING (UPI) - The death toll bas reached more than 1,000
, in the earthquake that rocked remote southwest China but
rescue work~ bave been unabl~ to reach isolated villages and
more casualties are expected, reports from the region said
Wednesday. Thousands of Chinese soldiers led rescue and
recovery efforts in Yunnall Province, where two towns and
surrounding counties were ravaged by the Sunday earthquake
that measured 7.6 on the Richter scale.
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Are2at Israeli. made as....lnatlon aH.mpt
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TUNIS, Tunist.l (UPI) - PLO Chairman Vasser Araflit ae-

~sa~J":~ =~::nofisr:'!.~? :n:nfl~te:~Wp~~=n

DeNal

uprising in the Israeli-()(;cupied territories. Speaking to reporters
late Tuesday at 'his heavily guarded headquarters in the
Tunisian capital, Arafat said security at the compound had been
beefed up afer a recent assassination attempt.

Creative Sqjiing

Ju.tlc. Department civil right. chief r •• 'gns
WASHINGTON (UP!) - Assistant Attorney General William
Bradford Reynolds, the Justice Department's controversial civil
rights chief, resigned Wednesday effective Dec. 9. Reynolds,
who led the Reagan administration's assault on affirmative
action and busing, previously bad said be would stay on at the
department until after the presidential election.

R.agan, Bush dl.cu •• '.mooth trlln.ltlon'
WASHINGTON (UPl) - President Reagan and Presidentelect George Bush arranged a post-election meeting Wednesday
to quickly set in motion a "smooth transition" into the nation's
next Republican administration. Bush said be would use the
transition to assemble the very best possible team "to meet the
challenges that lie before us." Bush also announced he has
selected James Baker, Reagan's fOlmer chief of staff and
Treasury secretary, to succeed George Shultz as secretary of
state.

Mississippi .,xecutlv. surr.nd.r. hostag.s
COLUMBIA, Miss. (UP!) - A heavily armed former insurance executive seized 10 hostages at his ex-employer's office
and held off police for eight hours before surrendering early
Wednesday. The man, blaming age discrimination lor his firing
I: several
years ago, showed up at his former workplace carrying
two shotguns, a high-powered rifle, a pistcl and two S-gallon cans
of gasoline, authorities said.

Attack by pit bull Injures 72-ye&r-old wom~iii
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MILWAUKEE \ CPU - A 72-vear-old woman ...·as III critlcal
condition Wednesday after being mauled oy two pit bulllcr:-iers
in her t "ont yard as she tri.:oJ '0 protect her cat from the d()g~
Milwaul-ee police kiUed the dogs Tuesd,;y shortly iifter the at.t2.ck. The woman suf:ered bite wounds on the back of the hl!aG,
bDth arms and both legs. Doctors at the Milwaukee CoU,~1.y
Medica! Complex performf"d surgery l&te Tuesday on her badl)
mauled right arm.
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Musical myste'-YJ~t~ -audience,·-choos~ .murqer~r
By Wayne Wanace
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Staff Writer
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Broad farce was the bill of
fare when "The Mystery of
Edwin Drood" roared intt:
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. stage,
Often the ~haracu-.rs froze on
allowmg the narrator to

i,;'.··

expound on the action at hand.
The narrator took shape in
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highUghted the national tour~~
production of Charles Dickens'"

.
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d
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unf1D1S
mur ermys_i,lis

the Celebri~ Series added
another jewe to its crown.
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narr~tor:s main comedic
contributIon to the show. In
describing the childhood mthe
lovely Miss Rosa Bud, be
stated "She was raised in ~

t·~, :,~,~ .'
;~;f'}{ ~,:!; :ff;:}~":
Theater R e v i e w ' } < ..' . '
. ".. . . . •
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These lines were delivered
sincerely that the audience
couldn't help laughing at them.
There were excellen~ performances by many of the
actors.
Yates, as the drug-addicted
Jasper,
stands
Ol~t
prominently as truly the mos~
despicable, sini.'1ter villain m
the piece.
Yates' flail' with terrorcomedy marked him as a truly
unforgettable actor.
Tbere was plenty m voice
and plenty of person contained
in Princess Puffer (Karlab
Hamilton) the lusty mistress
of Jasper's favorite opium den.
Hamilton displaYf'd a
wonderful gift with song and
comedy in the enjoyable
"Wages of Sin" number,
where she bi eaks character to
proposition a male member m
the audience.
Hamilton was an early
favorite with the crowd, and
wr.s later voted by the
aoldience to be the heroine at.
the pie.:e. She was paired with
the sainUy Rev. Crisparkle,
wbo, upon embracing the
rotund harlot, proclaimed to
the audience, "God bless
80

."~

,.'
The fun started before the
audience realized what was
happening. The entire cast
enterP.d simultaneously {.om
Photo CourtMy of Miler. ThMter Qroullinc.
the back of the thuter and
balcony, quickly scattering The eudlence getl to IOlve the mYltery of
winning mUllcal-comlldy "The MYltery of
themselves throughout the which vllllan did away with young Edwin
Edwin Drood" which WII performed at
bouse.
D.ood during the tour of the Tony Award
Shryock Auditorium Monday night.
Each performer coached a
different section I)f the
Some singers were in the
Therefore, each actor played
Carruthers, a cross between
audience into booing, hissing, aisles, making fun of in- an actor playing a role in a 19th Donald O'Connor and Ray
clapping or cheering whenever dividual audience member&, ~~~~p production 0: Bolger, scored big as the wiry
his character made stage while the rest of the cast
comic dancer wbo gets to
entrances througbout the formed a lively chorus on
For
example,
Mike enact every bit player"s
evening.
stage, setting a wild burlesque Carruthers ~ormed the part dream.
Such was the case with C.M. pace that carried through unW of Mr. Philip Bax, an English
By allowing his "characYates, who portr'ayed John the show's final curtain.
thespian who in turn was ters" to step out of character
Jasper, the most likely suspect
Nothina was helc sacred. performing as Bazzard, a sort and address the audience
in the murder of young Edwin Autbor-composer Rupe~t of village idiot in Dickens' Holmes pokes fun at the world
Drood. In the fine tradition of Holmes lampoons everything story.
of theatre.
Snidely Whiplash, Yates was from lite traditional Broadway
When Bazzard's purpose is
This type of Monty Python
greeted with hisses and cat- musical to the mystery genre fuUilled in Dickens' narrative, satire prevailed wonderfully
~lls every time he walked on
to Dickens himseU.
the forlorn actor Bax breaks througbou. the evening as
stage.
The tricky plot of this character on stage and asks "Drood" constantly parodied
Rooting for a favorite villain musical within a musical had the music hall chairman for itseU.
'A'as all a part of the ex- each of the featured players his wages 80 be can go bome.
The
19th
Century
citement shared between ~ actually portraying two
The chairman feels sorry for melodrama was sbown no
audience am! cast.
characters. The outer frame of the third-rate actor, who is mercy as the rr.enacing
The performers took no the play is set in London in 1892 constantly cast in these villains in Dickens' tale
priaooers as they immediately where a troupe of actors in the unapp~ted roles, and gives mugged and grimaced their
broke down &ny existing Music Hall Royale attempt to him a cl\ance in the spotlight way through a five-course
audience barriers with the no- stage a musical version of with "~ever the Luck," a meal of the scenery, with
bolds-barred opening number, "The Mystery of Edwin rousing iUne Bax wrote for just hammy actors dropping all
"There You Are."
Drood."
such an occasion.
soria of clues as to the identity

See MYSTERY, Page 5
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Nations! Democrats
lackina moderation
~~

GEORGE BU~H'S election points out a basic problem in
the Democratic Party's nominating process. Consider the
22nd Congressional District, where Democrat Glenn
Poshard won overwhelmingly over Pa trick Kelley.
Dukakis, according to unofficia~ counts, re;::~iv~ a very
small margin of votes over Bush l.n the same distJ:ict..
The difference between DukaklS and Poshard IS Simple.
Poshard refused to embrace, or be painted with, every
liberal label. Poshard didn't have to embrace all th~e
liberal policies bec&use he didn't run in Democratic
primaries controlled by fanatically liberal party members.
DUKAKIS EMBRACED the liberal activists early in the
primary season when he told liberal Iowa voter. that he
was proud to be a liberal and a "card-carrying member of
theACLU."
W.: are not, as the GOP implied during the cam~ign,
suggest:ing there is something inherently wrong WIth a.ll
liberal poncies. Unfortunately for the Democrats, Duka~
was perceived as adhering to the worst, as well as the beat,
parts of the liberal philosophy.
POSHARD, THOUGH, did not have to talk JUe a staunch
l.>eral just to get his party's nomination. When Patrick
Kelley tried to attach the entire Democratic party platform to Poshard's campaign, those pans of the platform
that were repugnant to mainstream voters failed to stick.
Poshard's greatest attribute is his ability to look like a
liberal to those concerned with social issues, and to look:
conservative on at least some of the issues that have
chaseG "Reagan Democrats" from the liberal fold.

Letters
Kristallnacht: a day to remember
!\Jov. 10, 1986, clJmmemorates the ~oth anniveITary of Kri.stallnacht,
(The Night of Broken Glass),
in which hundreds of Jewish
shops, schools, synagogues
and homes were vandalized in
Germany. This day, Nov. 10,
1;)38, has been considered as
the official beginning of the
Holocaust, the systematic
de:.truction of nearly 6,000,000
Jews during Nazi rule in
Germany prior to, and duri.ng,
World War II.
Persecution of the Jews had

begun almost as soon as hitler
had assumed power in 1923;
the infamous Nuremberg
Laws bad been enacted a"d
many people had already been
transported to concentration
camps. However, it was on
Kristallnacht that full-scale
persecution commenced.
Many people, alar ge
proportion of them educated
and contributing to German
society, were arrested and
deported to camps. Many were
never seen again.
The Jews of Europe had

lived in various parts ot
Europe for several hundred
years, some for nearly two
thousand yea'1i. A way of life
was destroyed by the Nazis, all
in the name oi mperiority.
No one can, or should, forget
the Holocaust. Nor should the
other minorities ~rsecuted by
the Nazis, such as Gypsies and
Slavs, be forgotten. The
Holocaust was the darkest day
in human history. - Jeffrey
Ebenstein, graduate, political
science, Hillel Council
Member.

DUKAKlS WAS mired in a lot of single issues that cost
him votes he otherwise would have gotten. He was pro-gun

There must be six ways to leave your DE

members of thOfle groups that are also hunters and gun
collectors turned against him. Likewise, pro-life
Democrats voted against him because of his stand on
abortion.
Posbard mal1a8~-d to distanee himself from these liberal
stands, even thou~ he said at the Democratic Convention
he supported th~ platform that contained those planks.
A more moderate candidate - a fiscal conservative and
social liberal like Poshard - could get the Democrats
back into the White House. More solidly liberal candidates
will assure the GOP conti-ol of the oval office until some
national calamity forces them from power.

Getting straight to thl' point.
many of my c<rworkers and I
think tha t the colorful coupon
fliers put in the DE to boost
local fast food sales ::.re
completely senseless. This
si1cws where the priori.ties of
our newspaper lie:

eOl\~\,

and wbUe he ha.~ \he support of mOBt labor groups,

Shortcuts must be cut short
I would like the students of
to stop and l'link a
moment before they walk
across the grass lawns between our buildings on camyus.
I know that everyone is aware
of the dirt paths being made
through our grass and woods.
Since sru-c has one of the
most beautiful and weU-kept
campuses in the state, I think
students should take the time
to use the existing sidewalks.
While I was walking through
Thompson Woods, I noticed
that students are constantly
creating new paths through
the woods. I feel there is
already too many paths. Sf,me
of the shortcuts probably
would not even save ten
seconds. I can not believe that
students down here are that
pre&ed for time that they have
to tr."mple down the grass. If
something is not done to SlOp

5. In Campus Lake.
6. And, lastly, in a garbage
clump site.
This is an ob"ious waste
aesthetically, economically
and environmentally. This
type of foolish use of wood pulp
is one big reason for the
demand on the tropical rain
forest - a major contributor to
the oxygen needed for our
planet - and combats the
greenhouse effect. These

1. In the trash.
1.. On the la-Nns.
3_ On the hallw~f floors_
4. Stuck '., ~vorways.

flyers cannot even be recycled
like newspapers can. They
have too much dye and i:lk,
which also happens to be
poisonous substances.
To make a long story short,
and to clean up this whole
mess, I plead with the DE to
clean up its act. There has got
to be a better way. - Elaine
AbuSherbain,
graduate.
education.

Freedom of speech questionable for racists

Letters
sru-c

i

these new pa ths, then
Thompson Woods will soon
look like another parking lot.
I! we are not going to
preserve the campus, then
why not just push all the trees
down and make our campus
look like every other cr.mpus
around the state.
I do not know the sojution to
keeping our campus looking
n'ltural, but I do know that
students can help by Lot being
so lazr. If you are so pressed
for lime, then limit your
convt:rsations with friends on
the way to class.

I feel it would only take a
small effort on the part of
studp.Jlts to stop abUSIng our
grass and woods on campus.
We must take pride in caring
for our natural setting. Brent Flesneo:-, sophom'#i"e,
political science.

Quotable Quotes
"If a reporrer goes to the next president on Jan. 21 and says,
'Look, y/'IU said this and prom1;eQ that,' he'll laugh," - Duke
Univenity proles' {If" James .)avid Barber.
Pagt: hOailr ,EgJ,ptian, November LO, ~988

On the Wednesday morning
telecast of "Donahue." I was
appalled at the statements
made by a white racist who, in
previous years, has run for the
United States Senate. The
problem that was brought up
by the show was whether or not
supremacist groups such as
the Ku Klux Klan have the
right to speak to the public. on
cable television. about their
beliefs. This would enable
them to make racist and
religious remarks against
those they felt were not
"superior" te them.
The racist, so he considered
himself, stated that the United
States government was no
better than communist
governments like that of the
Soviet Union. He also stated
that the blacks and Jews were

the ones who brought the
plague of AIDS to this country,
a plague set forth by God, so he
said.
'rhp problem that exists is
that civil libertarians believe
that all r;uple, regardless of
their religion or race, should
have the right to speak on
cable television, which is
supported by the First
Amendment in the U.S.
Constitution.
I agree that all people,
regardless 0{ race or religIon,
have the right to speak, but I
agree only so far. To be able to
tell people on television tha t
one race or religion is better
than another only instills poor
morals and hatred in children
and those who are borderline
in their beliefs. I think hatred
only leads to violence between

Editorial Policies
Signed articles. inell- jing letters. viewpoints and other commentaries. relleet the
opinions of th.... authors only _ UnSIgned editorials represent a consensc's 01 the
Dally Egyptilivl Editorial Board. whose members are the student edltor·... -",,,,,I. the
edilcrial page editor. the associate editorial page editor. 8 news slaH member. 1I>e
faculty managing editor and 8 School of Journalism ,acuity member
Letters 10 the editor may De submitted by mail or direclly to the ed:toriaJ page
editor. Room 1247. Communications Building _ Letters should be lypewriIIen and
double spaced. AU ietters Bre subiect 10 roitinll and wm be limited to 500 words
Letters of fewer than 250 words will be IIlVen preference fr·" publication. Students
must identrty themselves by class and major. faculty members by rank and
department. non·academic stat' by position and del)lr1ment
Letters submitteo by m..." shL>U1d include the author's address and teleptx..1e
number Letters for which vHification 01 authorship cannot be made will not be
publlshed_

the two which could be life
threatening.
The problem still exists, do
we give these bigots the right
to slander the good pecple of
other races, or do we take their
First Amendment rights
away? I really believe that if
they have the desire to speak
about hatred and ideas 0{
rising up against the non-white
masses that we should make
them purchase their own cable
statiou acd give ~Ie the
choice to pay extra if they care
to hear the garbage thll t they
are preaching. Every man is
created equal and in the
likeness of God, so why do we
hl!ve so much racism if we are
so equal with one another? Heather K. Gras8, senior,
speech communication and
public relatioo8.

Telethon set
for Emeritus
College fund
Emeritus College volunteer;
-.vill wurk a bank of telephones
to raise funds to increase the
Eneritus College Scholarship
Endowment Fund which now
amounts to $11,000.
Hiram Lesar, chait' of the
Emeritus College Scholarship
Committee, is callin(l
telephone solicitors to increase
money given to students.
The call-in is
Nov. 15,
from 6: 30 to 9 p.m., m the
basement phone room of the
Student Center.
T~ty-five volunteers are
needecl. A list of emeriti with
phone numbers will be
available. The committee is
looking for about 30 volunteers.
Call the Emeritus College
office to get your name on the
volunteer calling list.
The solicitation is only one
night and it is the biggest way
for the students to contribute.

MYSTERY,
from Page 3 - you!"
This is one instance wilere
disclosing the murderer'S
identity won't ruin :he play.
Every performance is different thanks to au1ience
participation. In the second
act, the crowd votes on
whodunit.
Mor.tUy night's audience
was ruthless, electing the
pure-hearted Rosa Bud to be
the killer. This plot twist added
much intrigue to the ending
because Rosa (MarieLaurence Danvers) and Edwin

~~ O~~riseng~~~:r:e~
marrif'd.

Befort:: Rosa could put Edwin's lights ou!, Danvt"rs and
Mortgomery shared an excellent love duet in "Perfect
Strangers." Danvers also took
honors for the best song of the
entire performance, the
haunting "Moonfall," which
she reprised twice.
Montgomery, a master of
male im~rsonation, brought
"Drood" to !!.!l insp:rational
conclusion by belting out
~'=~t~rhe Wall" for the

f: :l::~:. ~
506 S. Fourth st. rep!!rted
someone stole his 1977
Chevrolet pickup truck at
2:50 a.m. Wednesday.

ILLINOIS,
I from Page 1I Mark Gordon, a spokesman

Paul Krugman, 22, of

~~~~o~a~:tt~::ar~
;'ehicle sometime between 6 p.m. MondB~' iii.d
2:30 a.m. Tuesday and
stole an in-dash, stereo
cassette player and a
lassette case containing
35 tapes, police said.
Estimated loss is $450.
Stiles Office Supply
Company Manager Mark
Sa nders
repor ted
someone stole a mobile
transceiver radio from a
delivery '!an parked
outsid€. the warehouse at
601 Industrial Park Rd,
poli(.'e said. The burglary
reportedly occurred
sometime txtwee.n 5~.m.
Friday and 8 a.m.
Tuesday.
Estimated los'; 15$900.

Board of Trus!ees
meeting canceled
due to weather
The Board of Trustee
meeting has been canceled
because weather in central
Illinoi., prevented meml>eI'f
from ottending the Carbondale
meeting, Presidt:nt John C.
Guyon, said.
Guyon said the meeting
would not be rescheduled. The
next meeting will be in
December,

for the Senate GOP, saId the
re-elec.tion of freshmen
Rel?ubhran St!ns. Walter
Duaycz 1D the 7th District and
Robert Raica in the 24th
Dl5trict was a victory m itself.
"W~ knew going into this it
was an uphill oattle," Gordon
saiu. "Our biggest concern

was~otlos.inga.nybody.".

When donors arrive at the
check-in table, they could
recieve pamphlets about

~~3:7!~ H:! i~ru~tsbe:e~
or.e Republican and on~
Democra t - going down to
ciefeat.
Rep. Sam Panayotovich of
Chicago, a Democrat turned
Republican in the 35th House
District, lost ris contest to
Democrat Clement Balanoff,
Chicago's lOth Ward committeeman and son of a former
representative.
"Sometimes people said we
shouldn't bave gon2 Piter Sam
because he is a nice guy. But
sometimes politics !:; husiness
and SOlT ;times it transcends
friendship," LaPaille said.
"We sent a message you do not
fool voters by getting elected
as a Democrat and then
change sides because the
person who pulls your strings
tells you to."

donating from,
Dorothy
Dykema, a community
volunteer".
A successful blood drive not
only depends on student
support but also efforts from
the comI~unity, Dykema said.
"The blood drive is very
important." Dykema said. "It
saves lives. We talk about how
selfish everyone is today, and
yet here all these people are
doing this grea t thing. "

JOURNALISM, frOM Page 1 - information.
Seibert S£.id the department
receives information and
keeps a running file in the
advisement office for students,
but "there is no one active~y
promoting internships or
making contacts for the
students."
Jaebnig said the repor~ also
listed "ul5ufficient computer
facilities" as a contributing
factor and labeled the advertising program as having a
"narrow focus."
Jyotika Ra:naprasad,
assistant professor, said she
bas not bad a cbance to
thoroughly read the report, but
felt the criticisn: ot a narrow
focus may apply to the ad·
vertising sequence focusing
more on ad agency careers.
"But I think the program is
very good," she said.
Jaehnig said the School of
Journalism has a high·
clilnbing ratio of students to
faculty and the number of
faculty bas declined over the
past few years. "We've bad 75
percent new faculty in the past
two years," he said.
This high faculty turnover
was also on the accreaiti~g
team's list.

Ramaprasad said, "We bave
bad a reduction it. faculty, but
not a reduction in quality."
Low faculty salaries and an
inudequate support staff were
other negative factors contributiLg to the provisional
recommenda tion.
Jaehnig cautioned this

:!!dl~

:e l~~~rt!~~~ha~

time to enter its response to
the final report.
The faculty also bas a
chance to review the
preliminary report, said
William Elliot, associate
professor and head of
Gradua~ Studies. He said the
faculty will be reviewing the
report over the next couple of
weeks and turning in their
comments to Jaehnig.
Both the report and response
will be studied by the National
Accreditation Council in April.
A final de<.ision on full accreditation will be renderecl
LlJe first week of May.
If the proviSIOnal status
sticks, the school ('.an expect
another 8l!creditation review
in February 1990, Jaehnig
said At this time the site-visit
team will ;:neck whether the
University bas complied WIth
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the suggestions made by the
National Accreditation
Council.
President John C. Guyon
stated that it is too early to tell
whether the University can

:~% w~~ ~~hf~ds°~t ~~

to step up its program and
meet
accreditation
requirements.
Guyon said that money from
next semester's tuition increase may be abl·' to help the
school, but that such mone),
could not be given specially to
the journalism program.
According to Jaehnig, the
team's preliminary report
listed "support was for·
thcoming to replace lost
resources." The retXlrt did not
elaborate, Jaehnig said.

The accreditat:on team
included student and faculty
input in their report. The team
found most students to lx!
'motivated, enthused, and
cueer·oriented journalists
widl a deep commitment tp t:le
schoo!." Jaehnig said.
The team also fflUnd "high
m0cale" among the faculty
and noted the teachers'
"concern for the stude'Its."
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DRIVE, from Page 1
anymore than I do when I give.
I can't get use to it. I don't
enjoy it. But it's something I
want to do."
"I keep seeing people I know
and ask them if they've
donated and they kecp giving
me explanations why they
baven't," Perry said. "They
need to get out here and give."

:"-1
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Tbirty-nme mcumbents m ,
-•
the59-seatSenateallwonreI
election, an event which
I
probably has not happened
i
this centurr, one legl5lative
I
observer saId. The other 20 got
L ~ ~~o:.r~~
opposition.
The bottom line ''':1 the House
also will remain with the
Democrats holding a 67·51 lock
on the lower chamber's 118
seats. But there were p few
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Student: Hitchhiking requires caution, planning
B1' Joye. Bergman
Stuo:ier., Writer

E,dltor'a note: This Is the laat
of two at.K1es on hitchhikIng.

Not every hitch11iker is a
crazed killer as portrayed on
television. according to Matt
French, senior 1:; English and
part-time hitchhiker.
French hitchhiked three
times this summer to see his
girJrie1)d. But his girlfriend
was not just aCfl"JS town. She
was in Chicago, 300 miles from
Carbondale.
French's decision to hitchhike W Chicago was spontaneous, but he c... lculated his
ev"ry move once the decision
was made, be said.
For his first day of hitchhiking from carbondale to
Chicago was on the road by
5:30 a.m. French said he
car~ully dressed in a buttondown oxford shirt, tailored
dress shorts and running shoes
for comfort.
"IF FIRST impressions
have importance anywhere
irs with hitchhiking," French
said. "You have to put yourself
in the mind of the driver.
Everyone's seen the movies
with the psychotic hitchhikers,
so you have to appear nonthreatening. That':., just
common sensE:. "
French staroc:l his trip to
Chicago hitchhiking on Route
13, near the University Mall in
Carbondale. "I felt very
refreshed and was excited
.lbout the adventure I was
going on," French said.
He had difficulty finding a
ridE' for the first hour of his
trill. It look. two ridea to get to
Marion, but, French said, .. All
I thought was, 'Keep going... ,
AN OLDER man, between 60

ana 70 years old, was the first
person to pick him up, French
said. As the two were talking,
French discovered that the

"Everyone's seen the movies with the
psychotic hitchhikers, so yau have to aDpear
non-t.'1reatening. "
-Matt French

man was an ex-NFL referee.
The man told FrE"nch that
when he was young, h~ used to
hitchhike to get to school. He
said that was the reason he
gave French a ride.
After cwo more rides, inching closer to Chicago,
French was beginning to get
the feel of things. "I had not
been afraid Sl' 1ar, but I was
learning proper hitching
etiquette," he said. "You have
to playa yes man, and be able
to read ~le to know what
they want lD a rider. Some
people want you to talk, while
others would rather you just
sit there."

wanted to be.
French said he realizes the
dangers of hitchhiking. But
said he is always careful what
be says to drivers, especially
after his experience with the
truck driver.
He ad.nits that with each
ride there was a little bit of
tension and he was very a ware
of anything out of the ordinary.
"MY MIND was constantly
at work, thinking ahead,"
French said.
Of French's three hitchhiking trips, he said he only
encountered the police once.
French said the police told him
that he could only hitch by offramps, not alongside the
hlghwa).
Jackson County Deputy
Sheriff David Jaquot said that
technically hitchhiking is
!;f!:~ e~~r~. prohibition is
"Those soliciting a ride
cannot stand in the roadwr.y.
That's the catch," he said.

FRENCH LEARNED ti~
lesson from what he calls his
most interesting ride. He said
he was picked up by a truck
driver who also turned out to
be lin ex-convict. Although
French said he did not feel
tilJ'E:8tened by the man, French
admits 'hat he asked the mar
too many probing questions.
"I WI\S curious about this
suy's lift and asked him a~out us;a~~~ ~~r~~~ewmi~~
Jail and tnings like that. RIght chhikers since some people do
away, I knew I bit a nerve. He not have any other way of
ignor ld me and turned up the getting around. "We usually
radio really loud. He semed stop hitchhikers and run an
pretty happr, to see me get out
of his truck, ' French said.
AN OLDER woman who
gave French what he ('alls his
"luckiest ride," did not
hesitate to pick up hitchhikers.
Sbe was traveling from Texas
to Michigan and told Fl'encb
that she routinely picked up
hitchhikers for company on
her long trips. She gave him a
tw~hour ride and dropped him
of at 4 p.m. in the heart of
Chicago - right where he
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identity check on
thO'..:gh," Jaquot said.

FRENCH CLAIMED he was
only really scared once while
He was walking
along the highway and did not
even have his thumb out when
a big, white car with tinted
windows pulled up behind him.
French said he hesita..ed, but
looked inside the partially
rolled down window.
French described the man
as, " ... 3 big fat man, with
ghost-white skID, and deep
rose colored lips that seemed
like they wanted to kiss you. to
He sairi every instinct told him
not to take the ride, but
desperation for a ride pushed
him to get in.
After French got in the car,
the man closed all the electric
windows, French said. Being
very leery French said be lied
to the man and said he was
meetin{l his friends at a
specific time and place.
hitchhikinB~

FRENCH SAID the man
actually turned out to be very
nice. He was a professor at
Loyola and had a master's
degree in English, and since
French was an English major
himself, they discussed
William Faulkner's works,
French said.
Although all three of his trips
did not go smoothly, and
sometimes he got very
frustrated when he could not
get a ride, French said he
loved his adventure and plans

I
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HE ALSO advises to be
congenial and look for clues of
what the driver wants in a
rider. "Play their game.
T¥y're doing you a favor, to he
said.

Bugs Bunny

,.~
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to continae hitchhiking. "1 met
so many interesting ~le.
Some rea.!ly inspired me,' he
said.
French admits that hitchbking is. not for everyone,
but he does ha"e some tips for
those who del.. ....e to hitchhike.
"First of all," he said, "Dress
nicely 80 you make a good first
impression. Otherwise you'll
find it hard to get a ride."

4th floor
Student Center
Video Lounge
All Shows $1.00

Vets' Weekend
••••••"I"'.'. .,
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them,

Starts Friday!

BUSH, from Page 1 - - - - - - - - - - · - - - A cry at Bush rallies was
"Four more years." And a
continuation of President
Reagan's policies is what most
analysts expect of the next
four years. It certainly is what
Reagan expects, Bush
acknowledges.
For the most part ignoring
calls to declare bis independence and map out his
own program, Bush has made
few breaks with Reagan. He
has hinted at a more flexible
view on the envIronment and
education. In addition, he has
given enough clues in interviews, speeches and off-the(:uff remar"ks to indicate that
the Bw.h presidency will be a
time oJ. reacting,. not innovating.
Bus!:: will bring together a

team of seasoned, talented
professionals, some of whom
are already in office.
As president, Bush will rely
on an inner drcle of five
familiar names for advice and
counsel: his campaIgn
chah."man and Secretary a!
State-designate James Baker;

his chief of staff, Craig Fuller;
his pollster, Robert Teeter; his
top fund-raiser, Robert
Mosbacher; and an old friend,
Treasury Secretary Nicholas
Brady.

The leadmg Secretary
of Defense candidate
so far is former Texas
Sen. John Tower.
Bush Wednesday named
Fuller and Teeter c<Hiirectors
his transition. He also
named aide Boyden Gray
general counsel to the transition and said Gray would also
become his legal counselor in
the White House.
Washington hasn't seen such
a transition in 60 years. Not
since 1928, when Herbert
Hoover took over from Calvin
Coolidge, has a president been
elected to succeed a president
Clf the same political party.
Some likely members of the
of

_Secretary of Defense Bush Cabinet and appointees
The leadWg candidate so fer is
to other top posts:
formpr
Texas Sen. John
_Secretary of State - His
first Cabinet appointment was Tower. Former chairman of
the
Senate
Armed Services
James Baker, the brains and
political cunning behind Bush. Committee and a member of
Baker is respected by the Reagan-appointed IranDemocrats and Republicans Contrll investigabng team,
alike as a steady man of good Tower is known to want thf'
judgment. He has won high job. But there's some talk flf
marks as White House chief of keeping Defense Secretary
staff during Reagan's first Frank Carlucci.
terms and Treaury secretary
during the second term.
IPiAttorney General- Bm.b
_White House chief of staff was the dfCiding voice in
- Craig Fuller will move up to choosing respected former
the White House with his boss. Pennsylvania Gov. Richard
The chief of staff Lo the
pr~ident's chief adviser, runs
the White House and decides Current Education
who gets the president's ear.
_Director of the White Secretary Lauro
House Office of Management Cavazos, a Texas
and Budget - Bush will certainly lia·.. e in his ad- Hispanic, is thought
ministration Richard Danru.n,
former White House deputy likely to stay.
chief of staff and top Treasury
official. Darman IS said to
want OMB, where he'd be Thornburgh to be attorney
res~nsible for attacking the
geuera!. Thornburgh is likely
deflcit.
to stay. Many BuSh watchers

wooldn't be l,;urprised if the
moderate Thornburgh was
Bush's first appointment to the
Supreme Court.
-Secretary of the Treasury
- Bush also was mainly
responsible for Reagan's
&election of Bush's old friend,
Nicholas Brady, a Wall Street
investment banker, to be
Treasury secretary, succeedmg Baker. Brady is
certain to stay on in that post
or another of his choosing.
-Secretary of Energy - A
good bet is New Hampshire
Gov. John Sununu, a key aide
in the Bush's campaign.
-Secretary of Agriculture
- Clayton Yeutter, c\llTI!ntly
President Reagan's special
trade representative, is saId to
be the frontrunnt:r.
-Secretary of Education Bush was instrumental in
bringing the current
Education Secretary, Lauro
Ca~zos,
to Washington.
Cavazos, a Texa'l Hispanic, is
thought likely to stay.
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Vergennes family mairltains
exotic zoo in their back yard
By Kathleen OeBo
Staff Writer

swallow it," she said.
Emus are large, ostrich-like
birds and rheas are like small
emus.
On April Fools Day, one
year, a pair of full-grown rheas
got loose, Shirley said.
The sheriffs department
thought it was & joke, she said.
The Zollers recaptl!.red the
female but th~ male rhea had a
broken leg and died, she said.
Most of the animals stay in
their pens. Some of the whitetail deer got out once, but they
returned and "lanted back in
the pen, Zoller said.
The Zollers added turkeys
about 10 years ago, she said.
"They're Missouri Wile:
turkE'Ys. I like them the best.
They're different; they're
pretty. I don't like the white
turkey - just a wild turkey.
;!1.'re more exotic," she

The first thing visiters notice
at Shirley Zoller's home nMr
Vergennes is the animals. The
Zollers have a lot of al'imalsand r,ot just dogs and cats,
though they have those too.
The hrst animal to greet
visiters is Samatha, a Shih Tzu
who looks like a big, brown
cotton ball. Samatha is extemely friendly.
Zoller apologized for her dog
and scolded, "Samatha, I'm
going to put you in a pen if you
don't leave."
Samatha would have a lot of
company. The Zollers keep
about 30 different animals,
from emus, swans and turkeys
to deer and goats. They keep
almost everything except a
llama.
"I still want a llama bt;t
they're pretty expensive,"
The Zollers aiso sell turkeys.
Shirley said.
"Most buy them to start
One would think the animals
their
own, though they could
might dislike one another, but
even the cats and dogs do not eat them," she said. "Turkeys
lay
(eggs)
the first year. Put
fight like cats and dogs, Zoller
them in an incubator and
said.
they'll
hatch."
But her son Danny,
Zoller said the eggs should
corrected her.
"They all get along except ~e~ea~ fOhe!/e~h:Id ab~
the dogs and the emus," he
decreased. The wild turkeys
said.
Zoller said. "The emus will are kept in pens until they are
large
enougb to be set free, she
chase a dog out but they don't
said.
hurtit."
"They could run off for no
.. I've got two little grandkids reason. Predators like coyotes
and a lot of children around. I can get them," she said. "The
do most of the feeding myself. hens will ~o off a little ways to
I won't keep anything mean," make theIr nests, if you don't
she said.
ca tch them and pen them. "
"Emus are nosy. You have
The Zollers hatch some
to be careful. They'll pick up turkey eggs in the incubator
anything shiny, like a nail, and and let the hens hatch some

ti

themselves, Zoller said.
"You always come up short
a few. Coons will suck oat their
eggs," she said.
Zoller said she knows most
of the people she sells turkeys
to and does not sell large
numbers at once.
;OWe keep around 20. I raise
about 50 to 75 a year and start
selling them when they're
three days old and on up,
depending on what ~tage
~te want them at," she
Zoller said wild turkeys are
not any trouble and don't eat a
lot.
People come to see the
animals and they buy bedding
plants at the greenhouse the I
Zoliers run all summer and
fall, she said.
"In the springtime we have
an awful lot. People bring their
kids. They head to the pens
first before they come to the
greenhouse," she said.
People come to see the baby
SUfi Photo by Kurt Stamp
ducks, geese, deer, goats and
rabbits in the spring, Zoller An emu poaH for a picture at Shirley Zoller'l grHnhou.. JUlt
outllde of Vergennes. The emu II reiated to the oatrlch and I,
said.
The Zollers keep doves, one of leveral exotic animals on the Zoller fann.
chipmunks, ground squirrels,
"In the spring, my family rabbit and some chicke;1S,"
ducks and pheasants as well.
The vet tests the turkeys and takes care ,of themselves," she said.
Zoll~ said they have always
Shirley
sa~d.
pheasants for disease and the
She gets up at 5 a.m. to feed had some animals, although it
other birds just stay healthy,
took
20 years to accumulate
and
water
the
birds
and
Zoller said.
the number and variety they
"We haven't had much animals.
havf'now.
"If
like it, you find the
problem with disease, though
"I took an interest in more
you will lose one once in a time,' snesaid.
Zoller said her grand- animals all the time. My
while for no apparent reason,"
children like to watch the husband is also interested in
she said.
The animals do take. some incubation and the hatching of all kinds of anima1s and he
keeps the pens built," she said.
time but Shirley said her the baby chicks.
"They like every bit of it. In "I enjoy showing this stuff off.
family is grown and the
greenhouse ill slow ='until fact, Adam wants a pen of his
own at his house for a duck, a s.. ANIMAL, Page 8
spring.
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u.s. holds largest

memorial
for Jews killed in Holocaust

U;ltteu Pr'.088 International

Exactly 50 years after
Kristsnnacht - the "night of
sha ttered glass" when
brownshirted German thugs
hounded Jews into the streets
and torched their synagogues
- candles burned Wednesday
and bells tolled across
America in emotional
memorials to the 6 million
Jews who perished in the Nazi
Holocaust.
"The Nazis understood what
we sometimes forget, that the
synagogue is the soul of Jewryi
the souree of oor communa
strength," Rabbi Aleunder
Schindler told worshippers
who jammed the Union of
American
Hebrew
CongregatiOJl8 chapel in New
York City.
"But they did not S\lC1...-eed."
Schindler said of the Nazis'
methodical plan to ex·
terminate Europe's Jews.
"MilliOJl8 of Jews died but

somehow the Jewish people
survived."
The memorial included
readings of poetry written by
Jewish children who later
perished in Na%i death camps.
Worshippers brought the
service a dimax by placing a
Torah scroll rescued from the
Holocaust into an empty arc.
The Manhattan service was
one
of
hundreds
of
Kristallnacht observances in
cities aCl'08ll the United States
in the nation's largest-ever
CQIllIDemoration of the victims
thE: Nazi Holocaust.
Hundreds of Nazi storm·
troopers working under of·
ficial Ol"den stormed through
Germllny
that
nlght l
destroying 200 synagogues ana
7,500 Jewish shops.
"Kristannacht was the real
b.~ of the Holocaust,"
said Ernst Michel, a 65-year·
old survivor of five years in
Nazi concentration camps who

helped organize the nationwide

Kristallnac.'lt observances. "It
was the night when the Ger·
man government, aided by
I()('.al people, launched an
attack agamst the Jews.
"Even ir. my wildest
imagination I couldn't have
dreamed of the disal'ter that
was to befall German Jf?;wry,"
said MIchel, who WS'd> a 15year·old schoolt-oy in the
German city of Mannheim on
Nov. 9, 1938. "I went to the
synangoge saw the brownshirts tearing 'JUt holy scrolls,
rolling them down the aisles
and setting them afire.
"It must be rememben<l or
people will forgf:t. it shows
what discrimination :aken to
its extreme can lead to. it
should never happen again."
Jews i:. every synagogue in
the United States lighted
candles that would burn
through the night to symbolize
Jewish survival.

RAMADA Itt"
OASIS LOU"GE

ANIMAL, from Page 8
A lot of people have never seen
this."
Danny Zoller said wl>en cars
drive by they slow down to
look.
Tbe Zollers spend about $100
a month in game bird feed in
addition to the grain, which
raise themselves, Zoller

:!a'.

Danny said the family goes
through about 20 bags of feed a
month.
Zoller said the animals all
eat basically the same kind of
food, though the emus, rheas,
ducks and swans occasionally

gat dog foorl for protein.
'The animals do not have a
problem with the weather
either, Zoller said In the
winter, many cI the animals
stay on the ponds. The Zollers
also provide shelters and
b".dding to keep the animals
warm, she said.
"Most of them adapt to the
cold weather. Plenty of fooc'i
helps," she said.
Danny said the baby rheas
and turkeys can get chilled in
the spring, though.
This summer's record heat
did not bother tho! animals

either. They got plenty of
shade and water, although
there was concern over the low
water levels in the ponds,
Zoller said.
Zoller said she can tell most
of the animals apart.
"I try to name everything,
although I've gotten so mIlch,
I'm running out of names," she
said.
The Zollers do eat one of the
animals occassionally.
Zoller said they eat geese
sometimes, if there are too
many, and occasionally

8:00 PM til dose
$1.00 Cover

mallard or Pekin ducks.

529-2424

SIUC/IEA-NEA
Illinois Education Association·NEA

805A South University

WHAT WE NEED IS A REAL VOICE
I am casting my vote for collective bargaining on November 16 because I
believe the current lack of real faculty participation in governance is a major
source of dissatisfaction and low facult-; morale at slue. Participation in a
committee that rubber· stamps deciSions already made by the administration
is not what is meant by the traditional concept of the faculty voice. The vote
of the Faculty Senate is no more meaningful.
Not all administrative decisions are good - not all faculty opinions deserve
to be ignored. Are we wrong to assume that faculty should have the right to
be full and equal partners in univerSIty governance? Your faculty colleagues
in IEA/NEA believe that the concept of faculty authOrity should beer .. me a
reality at slue. The positive nature of the platform proposed by slue
IEA/NEA could bring about true faculty participation in the governance of
this institution.
Th<'!refore, I will be voting for
representative on November 16th.

slue

IEA/NEA as my bargaining

Louis E. Strack
ASSOCiate Professor
Animal Industries

Carbondale, Illinois 62901

618 1457-2141

Women's positions studied
1 5 women explain
reasons why they
left University
By Nor8 Bentley
Staff Writer

In response to an informal
slmt to women WG!! left
sru-c for other Wliversities,
Kathryn Ward, co-chairperson
of the Women's Caucus, said
women on campus need to
define their owr. agenda, name
their own expenenl!E::S, and
pressure the administration
for changes on womeD's
issues.
The study was sent to 15
women wh, have left sru-c to
gain insight into why they left,
to assess thei' current atmosphere, and to solicit
sugg~tions
they have for
improvir.g the status of women
at SIU-C, Charlotte West,
associate director of intercoUegiate athl~jcs, said.
"I thought it W3S important
to look at why people are
leaving," she said.
The study shows that low
salaries are among the main
reasons women leave the
University, but the study also
indicates other prohlerns.
StllOY

Reasons [or leaving given by
thE' 15 women include a hostile
work environment, greater
chances for advancement
elsewhere, incidE:nts of sexism
and sexual harassment, and
lack of respect by male
coUeagues and students.

The study shows that
10 w salaries are
among the main
reasons women lea ve
the University, but the
study also indicates
other problems.
Ward said wome"" including
non-members of the caucus,
need to define their own
agenda and actions that need
to be taken. Women should
take action on issues that the
president and the University
Wamen's Professional AdVIclDCEment Committee don't
address,
She said women need to
name their own experiences
instead of letting the administrati·:m name them. "We
need to spbBk up about our

Gospel
concert
scheduled
By Beth Clavin
E.ntertllinment Editor

Rak1ture

a

local %os-pel

group, will perform a concert
entitled "Wrapped in His
Love" at 3 p.m. Saturday in
the Student Center Ballroom
D.
Rapture was formed in
November 1986 to perform at a
1.0"..81 food drive, but the
response was so great that the
group contin.Jed to perform,
,Tames E. Anderson Jr.,
ms IlIlgl!l' at the JI'OUP. said.
Andersoo, wbo formed the
group with Warren G. Grigsby
Jr., said the If'OUP Is made up
of e~iht men from diverse
backgrounda, m_t at whom
started out Ilngios iD eburch.
"Probably 95 percent of our
songs are ones we wrote
ourselves," be said.
The group also is completing
its first albuiU, entitled
"Saved, "at the Christian
Recording Company in Carbondale, Anderson said.
Tickets for the concert are $4
in advp..nce at the Student
Center box office or $5 at the
door.

Junior R~lta'
to feature
4 musicians
A Joint Junior Recital,
featuring the music of Mozart,
Handel and Peters, is
scheduled for 8 tonight at the
Old Baptist Foundation
Recital Hall.
The recital will feature
Donna M. Lagerstedt,
'.ioJinist; Anita Hutton,
pianist;
Nga-Hea.: Ong,
pianist; and Siew Toke Sze
Tho, percussionist.
.
These musicians will be
accompanied by Patty
Dusenbury on tht' flute,
Christine Norman on the viola
and Cathy Paun on the cello.
Admission is free,
Page la, DaiJy Egyptian, November 10, 1988

concerns," Ward !;aid.
The admini.~tration has said
to be patient, but Ward said
patience is another way of
saying they are waiting for the
assertive women to give up.
Suggestions for improvin~
the status of women at SIU-C
by the 15 surveyed includ~
increasing hiring and retention
of women and minorities at all
Jevels, starting universitywide educational programs for
men on sexism, education
about sexual harassment ano
affirmative adion, and more
flexibility and risk-taking by
administrators,

"/ would challenge the
administration to find
another peer
university that is in as
bad shape as us. "

QuaUty

'kJaL4
Two.. rific® Two.. cnlsted
Double .. Decker Pizza
Only 6 minutes from Carbondale, behind the Courthouse

Murphysboro, II.

684-5598

DJrty Drrin~ Nag rr1
$ 1.05 9 OZ_ glasses of Sloe Screws
$1.30 12 oz. bottles of Nude Beer
$1.50 9 oz. glasses of Silk Panties
3 for 1 Wild Sex on the Beach
(9 oZ~laSSeS)
Pa With
Alpha Eta Rho

--Charlotte West

West said that the women
need to dwell on the nIL.."'(lber of
women in key administrative
roles. "I would chaUenge the
administration to find another
peer university that is in as
bad shape as us "

Pizza

Veterans' Party &
Marii"le Corps Birthday Party

5-9
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E FOOD, CHEAP DRINKS. GOOD
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Herrin's philosophy begins to show
By David OamaneHl
StaffWrtter

"/ think basketball is tI,e toughest
game to teach. I have preached
for years that coaches don't make
good players The key is how hard
they work on their own. "

Simply put, b~sketball is Rich Herrin's life.
He would have it no other way.
"I knew my brother (Ron) was going to be a
coach, and when I started college I di~'t (w~nt
to be a coach) because he was," said Hernn,
who is entering his fourth season at SIU-C. "I
talked with him and decided it wouldn·t be too
load. I've been very lucky."
.
I Herrin's "luck" gave him a 616-209 record in
~ ~ 29 jears at the high school level. his teams
~ ,
claimed 55 titles, mc!uding a state recnrd 21
, "-p ~
regional championships...
..
•
Herrin's first head ~')8ching posItion ca;ne m
~ 196() when he was hired by Okawville HIgh
~,
School, and went to thfo sr... :e championship
~. . . "
quartt>rfinals inChampa l 8n .his first season. .
After foar years, L was hired by Benton High
-<'~-,'-: ,'. .~:; .. . ~ School and becHme one of the dominant coaches
'.
M: :~ it .~. '''''' ,
in Illinou; high school basketball..
'~
~.
With the Salukis' record having steadily risen
..'
; < .<~".
.
1;2'-: ' over the years, Herrin's basketball philosophy
~ ,'J,).)i' ,"
,~
Y,tj/' ~ .._
to.h~ in th,Salulu p..g"m,
~"' .• .: . '. .;.•.. , : ' ....•.. ' ~" •.;)/"(. \ , \.
:-.
~espite coaching on the college .level, Hernn

-Rich Herrin
coll~ge

and high school feature two talent
levels Herrin said the game is the same.
"I ~ch the sai.tle way I did in hi$h school.
You have got to continue worlting on mdividual
skills' that is no different on any level of
bask~tball. I let the players do more free lancing as long as they know what is going on.
"All of my philosophies have come from otJ;ter
high school and college coaches, plus .attending
many clinics. Most of my good fnends are
coaches, and I talk Wlth my Uother all the time
.....tba, ••tbaII "
Amon the better known clinics Herrin has
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and aren't mentally strong dunng
thedrili.s.
.
Herrin said the art of basketball coaching
l'e9uires a lot of teaching, which isn't an easy
thing to do
"I think' basketball is the hariest game to
teach.make
I have
preach~d
years
coaches
don't
good
players,forThe
key that
is how
hard
they work on their own. All the coaches do is
help aid, motivate and give direction.
"The tooghest thing to do is get players to
work on their weakest phase of the game. Good
!lhaoters like to shoot, but if they lack quickness,
then they won't work hard during the C!u~ckness

~

lilt '
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.•. ,.. "" ,......•"'~
....••. '." \
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,. •
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~_iI.!IIJ'I. .r::~. ~~..
~
~

1.r""1;!"'~ Ia.

.

drills.
J
.
"It takes a lot of motiva~on. I am a f~

./

.'

believer in long prac'ttces With a lot of routine
and repetition. If yaa wa~t to get betle!' you
have to work~our~.
rs.'
,
Most of his
. comes f!Om other

::,"#

~

.

.

coaches, whogt'ttogethertosMretheir trade.
"He is one of the best coaches I have ever
come in contact with," said Rolinski, who is
entering his 34th year as hud .coacl;1 e.t Toi~,
with over 600 wins. "IknowbelSawmnerandlS
a very hard worker. He is really brilliant."
Rolinski
said
he metwith
Herrin
in 1972the
when
the
two
became
involved
forming
Illinois
Basketball Coaches Association. Rolinski and
Herrin are both Dast presidents of the group and
members of the mCA Hall of Fame.
Herrin said he feels one of his strong points is
getting the most out of the players ne has to
work with.
,
"I always felt I 20t the maximum out of the
talentI was given,''' Herrin said. "I think lam ~
gOod teacher and know the game thoroughly."
Cooversly. Hertin said his frequent fuabili~
to have an o~ mind wi~ another ~rson s
-..ideas is one of~ ",esker pomts.
, ..

:t'=to~ W~~sa :f~pi~~ r~~ '~MERRIN, pa~ 7~'J
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RENTALS
Or Mic!o~ave

Apartments & Efficienci.es

I\

.Armstrong
, "SXA RadioS
,'.'.. Wlde·Track
45;~ MILE TREAD

Why put off what you can do today?
Sign now through Spring Semester
and RO,)dl Rent~ls will give you
your choice of ~ T. V. or Microwave,
yours to keep!

~ffice at: 501 E. Colie6C'

HEAL THY MIND
HEAL THY BODY

Being healthy 15 not lust being free
of disease; JI'! a positive stote of
mind and body. Tr.e slue Student
Health Program offers an array of
mf!l'l1lc:J/servlces and WeI/ness
programs to help you regain your
health. prevent II/ness. ond enhance
your well·belng
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5 newcomers bolster lineup,
basketball te8m's chances
By David GallianeHI
Staff Writer

They're not the Fantastic Four and
they're not the Magnificent Seven, but
they'll do.
Transfers F!"eddie McSwain, Jerry
Jones and Darin Parker, along with
"lgh school grads Tony Harvey and
", elvan Lawrence, ha\'e gJt Coach RIch
'<,rrin', opti;nislT. Clbol~t the :1ey,

LL

Men's Basketball
Roster
No_. Pllyer

P .. Ht. .CL.Hometown

5. Scorl ~esse
1 0 M~r~ I t-:~~-mtOf'
1 1 SI~r1I('~ t.oie:t1'UI

G 6-0 Sr O"Fallan III
G 6-2 Jr R.";r"ltouL III
G 6·1 So Maywood III
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:)p;,lllle ;'i] the att~nt;on. H?r\"(~\" -,<i,e
hI' is ,.;:"c"PIn;; thtngs in stnde
.
, ,,\jl of the attention reailv isn't that
much of a shock," H;.rveY said. "j
knew Tim Richardf,On was leaving and
(David) Bu~ch had been here for a
".-ear so he would be just a sophomore, I
thought we ooth had a3 much of a
chance becaw>e he didn't start last
year, The ba ttle is on, "
Harvey has had problems with
tendinitis in the past, but the freshman
said it was nothing to worry about.
"It is not really a problem until there
is a drastic change in the weather,"
Harvey said. "I try to playas much as 1
can without a brace to strengthen it."
Harvey arrives from Pascagoula,
Miss., after having what has been
described as a mediocre senior season
statistically because of his team's
balanced talent.
Another Saluki facing some
preseasoo prelSure is McSwain, who
has been blessed with the task of filling
departed standout Steve Middleton's
sboes.
"I like steve and I like the way be
played," McSwain said. "He bustled a
lot, and I am really the same type of
pIa)'tll'. 1 dem't __t to look at it like I'm
takiDC biB plaee.
"I'm UIed to pnuure DOW, it hal
..... pat _ me far IeftI'8I ,...... I
_'t want to diaaJIPCIiDt ~
beeaUle I bow u.,-r.ft hiP GI haft . . . . myaeJf aDd I

=tiaaa.

~=to~
=-~artberIl
CoUete. wbere be wu

0kIabama

DaJDed aJl..eoafa"eDCle, all-reIiaaaI and
alktate. Be wu DIlIDIICl team IIVP
last Ie8IICIII, avll'aliDl JII.S paiDta and
7.' rebcIuDds per same.

Forward Jerry JCIDI!II, 1-41, tI'aDIfered
from Tesu-El Puo to sru-c mainly
because be wanted to be cloae hiI
home, CcuDtry Club BiDs, ill the
Chicago suburbs.
"I'm DOt real close, but a lot cloeer
~ before," Jones said. "I CCIOtaeted
(sru-C) and talked with (fOl'lDfll'
aaaistant ec.aeh Scott) Howard. I came
here and met with the other Ct!8cbes
and really liked itbere."
Jones said be chose SIU-C ~)'
because a friend from iugb school,
Geoff Hawkins, was a member of last
year's team, and his uncle played

SchRdule
No-wember
, 3-AUSTR£..LiA.'\ ~ATtO""AL,:)
R,co 'r"It;:;tlonal lour,an:i:r.t
TCieou. '.'l!~a~'cvB
Puer10 RICO,
UaVIIJSCr,. Soutn CarcJma S!al~

OFFICE

I

South'\'est re)(as Slate and Puerto RfCG ~attOnaJs
30-E vANS''v·fL ...E
D~emb.r

2·3-81 Acme

Boot Showaowr. (Austlil Peay. G&torgl8

Southern and La Salle). S-WESTERN KENTUCKY
10-EASTERN ILUNOIS 15-CHICAGO STATE
1 ~ -at Northern illinOIS. 22-at Southwast MISSO\,JI"I
29·3D-at Wyoming Cowboy Shootout iPenn State

Wyoming and Gonzaga)
January

3-NQRTHEAST MISSOURI 9-WICHITA STATE
14-DRAKE. 19-8t Bradley. 21 ....t Drake. 23:::REIGHTON.28-BAAOLEY .3Q-at IUlnoiS SlBte.
F. . . .ry
4 _ Indiana State. S - EVil"'''''''. 9-lNDlANA
STATE. 16-e.t Creighton. la-TULSA. 20MURRAY STATE. 23-a1 Tulsa. 25-<11 WIchita
State. 27-1WNOlS STATE.

-

aI " ' _ V...yT.............,. WIChita. KIln

football for the Salukis in 1966.
"When 1 first got here it was a very
different situation," Jones said "It
was a lot smaller thaD UTEP. It was a
little like high school wbeo 1 first came
here, but I bow DOW we are KoiD& to
have a nice team."
The forward. wiD. DOl be e1igible leaplay until Dec. 11 beca~ 01 m.
tnm.t.., aad .1_ aid that filet

mak.Udiffieultat ~.
"It is bard WCII'IriJW out
bow )'011 are DOt IOiJIg to play. AD I
caJl do II wart baril and do tile best I
caJl for the team DOW. I have to show
tile team I am capable 01. playing."
Parker, a ..7 eenter, ia tbe third
coUeae traDlfer far tbe Salukia. Paner

W.... ".
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from DodIe City Community
College where be averaged Dine pointa

~

aad aeveo rebauDcII as a iOpbomare.

Pmer CII'i2iDallY lived in Joliet, but
moved to W1Cbita~ Kan., finiBhinI his
eareer at Wichita Heighta High ScbooI.
Parker a~ed 14 poinlB aad seve
rebounds as his team woo tblt Wichita
City League Cbampioaship.
The Salukis other Irlgh school recruit,
lAwrence, a f.4 Juard, was a ~

year .tarter at George County High
School in l.ucedale, Mias. He averaged
20 poinlB and 10 rebounds a game his
8eDior year and was named best offensive player, best rebounder and t t
free throw shooter.
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Saluki Basketball
Special

10%oFF
on all SIU T-shirts,
sweatshirts, jackets and
any SIU imprinted item
(sale items not included)

IScott
II By Robert Baxter

wants the best from her players

Staff Writer

Women's basketball coach
Cindy Scott, starting t.er 12th
I season
at SIU-C, not only
works on athletic skills with
her players but also instills in
them a workable philosophy
-a philosophy they can take
with them throughout the rest
of their lives.
"1 despise mediocrity,"
Sr~tt said. "I want the
players to not only be the best
they can be on the court, but
also the best in whatever they
do. They must reach their full
potential both on and off the
court.
"U a person is capable of
getting A's, then they should
get A's. If they are capable of
8's, then they should get 8's,
nothing less."
Scott has effectively imposed this work ethic on her
players and given SIU-C fans
six 20-game win seasons in
the 11 years she has been
coaching here.
Scott said her family was a
major influence in her early
sports interests and as far
back as she can remember
she was interested in
basketball.

I
i

"1 grew up witli basket·
ball," Scott said. "It is
something I really love to do.
r love all aspects of the sport.
"r am what you call a
basketball junkie. I absillutely love to watch men's
college basketball on T. V. It's
my favorite thing to do."
in the last three seasons
Scott's career has reached
new heights. She was named
Gateway Coach of the Year

and District 4 Coach of the
Year in 1986, based on SIU·
C's 2.3-game w.in streak. T;le
dlStnct ,honor IS given by the
Wom~n s Basketball Coaches
A~~oclatlO~.
They give these ~rpe of
awar.~ to the coach.. SCutt
said. ~utthetelol.mlsreally
responsible for ,":",mrung those
awards for me.
She also was Gateway C(}coach of the Year in 1!187,
setting a precedent for SIU-C
~o~p~~~Sg a ~~~~~~J\n ~~
Gateway, and a 53-7 overall
mark during the tw(}-year
period. Scott gave the Salukis
their first NCAA Tournament
victory and their first
n~?~~1 ~~:~s·is directly
related to the type of athletes
we have been able to bring

~~d ..~ &~or;:t::~: ~C~!~
only excel on the basketball
~~~~~oo~~,t, also in the
Scott's passion for
basketball is evident when
she describes the hectic life a
college basketball player
must deal with on a day-l(}day basis.
"To be SUCCESSful at this
level," Scott said, "A player
must be able to make a
strong commitment, to
themselves, and to the
program. It requires
sacrificing a lot of things.
"After practice and classes
it doesn't leave a lot of time
for anything else. Not just
anyone can do it. So many
people try to make it through
life going only halfway. It's

easy for many people to get
by that way."
Scott understands the life
of a college ballplayer,
havmg been onr, ~erself.
She was a startmg ~uard.at
MemphlS State Uruverslty
and set a school record .for
assists. Her· defenSive
prowess in colleg.e also led to
her ~urrent phll~ophr on
creatIng a defenslve-~Illnded
progra~ for the SaluklS.
. Scott s ~m~ were ranked
m the t?P fIve m the country
m. scormg defens~ (fewest
P?I~ts allowed) 1D NCAA
DIVISion I play from 1982 to
1~7 ..
This season we need to
pressure more ,?n defe~e
~a!1last season, Scott said.
With :bur lack. of power and
streng., we Will not ~ able
to ~,)m~nate anyone this year
This w.il.1 put pressure ~n the
defens~ve end, to regam our
defenslv~ prowess of years
gone by. ..
Scott ongmally ~me to
SIU-C from Meml?his State
where. she ~ecelved ~er
degree m phYSIcal education.
She came to. SIU-C as a
gradua~ asslStant on the
womf7n.s basketball team,
acqulfmg her master's
degree in the process.

"I had the pleasure of
watching Gene Bartow, in my
college days at Memphis
State," Scott said. "He was
very demanding, and 1
learned what it takes to be
good, great in basketball.
"It takes a lot of time and
effort and most of all a year
round commitm~nt to furthering your program to be

Dally Eaw'Dtilln FII. 1'11010

Women'. coach Cindy

Sco~

IfI entering her 12th .88.on.

continuously successful. "
"George (lubelt, Scott's
assistant) has had the
greatest influence on my
coaching style," Scott said.
"He has been around SIU for

such a long time. He has a
remedy and a hdping hand
for every situation.
"It comes down to his years
of experip.nce in basketball
(both men's and women's)."

1988-89 basketball coaching staffs
Here is a list of assistant basketball
coaches at SIU-C, who will be instrumental in both the men's and
women's teams having outstanding
seasons.
Women's coaches:
George lubell - Has been involved in
Saluki basketball since 1959, when he
was aBBistant to men's coach Jack
Hartman. Since 1982 bas been parttime aBBistant to women's coach Cindy
Scott, where he has given her his years
of expertise. Coached high school
basketball at Galatia and West
Frankfort.
Julie 8eck - Highly successful
recruiting coordinator for women's
team since arriving at SIU-C back in
1982. Has br~t many fine recruits
into the Salukl program which has
hel{>ed the University to it's first
national rankings and two Gateway
titles.

Men's coaches:
Ron Smith - Often considered the
right-hand man of Rich Herrin, Smith
has been working with the Salukis'
bead coach for nearly 10 years. Smith
was Herrin's aBBistant at 8enton High
School from 1981-1985, and came to
SIU-C with Herrin when be was named
head coach.
Bobby McCullum - Given most of
the credit for the Salukis' recruiting
SUcceBB last Beason. McCullum was
named SW-C's top recrwting aBB;stant
in 1987 after having spent three years
as an assistant at the University of
South Alabama.

Come Out and Help Us
Support the Salukis'
Basketball Teams

Rodney Watson - Will be the Salukis
academic advisor in addition to his on
the court coaching duties. Watson was
coach at Coulterville and Madison High
School were he accumulated a 73-34
record in three seasons.

After A Basketball Game Stop
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300 E. Main St.
Suite l8-Hunter Bldg.
(East of the Bank of Carbondale)
529-3713
Come where the action is!

Open 7 days a week

422 James
Carterville
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Imperial Apartments
Running for Spring Semester
One Bedrooms & Efficiencies
-Laundry Facilities
-Clean
-Quiet

-Water, Trash & Sewer

-Carpet

- Close to Campus

For Information & flppolntrnent

549 . 6610 408 S. Wall

I-rBi~ri:;fuN~:"Hilr""""'~",',m~,"lll
Senior guard Dana Fltzplltrlck (left)
and Junior guard EII..n AlchardllOn
(above) return thl. INIOn to try and
Improve on a 18-11 flnl.tt la.t ...eon.

Getting team back on track
Coach Scott's first priority
By Robert Baxter
StalfWriter

Despite the absence of second-tec.m,
all-conference PlBhers Bridgett Bonds

~:ke~~i7te:~r~ilF' fi~d a~~~~n~
returning players eager to improve on
a disappointing finish last season.
Both Bonds and Berghuis have since
been graduated. They were the
mainstay of a team that went lIH1last
season and finish,':! fifth in the
Gateway.
In what is termed a rebuilding year
by Coach Cindy Scott, a group of 10
returning players, including four
seniors, will attempt to provide
leadership for an otherwise young and
inexperienced group of athletes.
"Our main concern this year will to
be the best we can be," returning
senior guard Dana Fitzpatrick said.
"We all get along real well and we want
to work together. My role will be to set
an example for the team, and be a
leader for us. "
The 5-7 Fitzpatrick is considered a
leader for the team, not only by herself,
but by all of her coaches too.
"As she goes our team goes," George
Iubelt, assistant coach, said. "U she
plays like she did her sophomore year,
this could be a very good ballclub."
Fitzpatrick led the team last season
with 90 assists. She also had 43 steals
including 11 in an overtime loss at
Drake. Her only problem came on the
offensive side of the court.
Fitzpatrick only shot 38 percent from
the field last season and 55 percent
from the free-throw lne.
"She is the key to our success," Scott
said. "We really need her to shoot the
ball well this year."
Fitzpatrick averaged B.1 points and
4." rebounds per game.
Senior center Cathy Kampwerth also
will be returning for the Salukis. She
recently twisted her knee in practice,
but the injury appeara. mmor and
hasn't affectd her plans for this season.
"We're a better team already this
year," Kampwerth said. "I like to
think I'll be there for the youngsters, to
answer any questions. I always looked
forward to someone older on the team
helping me."
With a powerful 6-4 frame. Kampwerth is looking to become more
aggressive this ,eason.
"She has 110 one to rely on l being the
center)." Scott said "She must
become more aggressive to shoulder

Women's Basketball
Roster
Mo..••Play...

P ..H\..CI ..•Hom.lOwn
4.DeannaSanders. G5·6.Sr. WoodIawn.1II
12 .. u..n.. FJlzpatnck
G .. 5·8 .. Sr ... St Louis. Mo.
14.TondaSeIlls ...... G5·7.Sr ... WIson. Ark.
20 .. Cyd MHcheB ......... F .. 8·' .. So ... HaITi8burg.lII.
21.CoIeon Heirnstesd G. 5·1 O.. Fr ... Elk Mound. Wls
22Karrie Reoek.r
G .. 5·10 .. Fr... Onarga.IU
23 .. Eieen Richardson G.5·8.Jr .lndi8nepolis.lnd
24 .. GraceJohnson
F .. 5·" .. Fr ... Kankak..... IU
31.06annaKibelkis .... F. 5·11.Jr .. MJdlothoan.Ul
32. Amy Horstman
F. e·l .. Fr .. L.aCro.... Wis
33. X.", Leigh Hawes. C .6·2 .. Fr .. Hartford. Kf
34. Amy Rakers..
F 8·2. So BelIeYille.IH
54 Cathy Kampwerth C.6·4 Sr ... Highland.1II
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17-FRENCH NATIONALS. 25-MURAAY STATE

Full Line of Beer,
Wine, Liquor & Party
Accessories

l~glgi~;;~~~~i~,[t2~~z,~"~~"""",,"M,.1
Special Purchase of 1988 Pontiacs

Ducember

2-PURDUE. 4-at Western Kentocky 7-01
Indiana
IO-CENTRAL MICHIGAN. 19·20-iit
Sea:ue rone.. Husi<le Cla.'8IC (Cal-Long Beach.
Memptus State end Wastongton).

JlnUilry
2 _ Illinois Stat. 4_lndiana Stat•. 7 -DRAKE
9-NORTHEAN IOWA. 12_ Bradley 14_
West.m lHinois. 19-50UTHW~ST MISSOURI. 21Wl~HrrASTAT!:. 23-at Tennessee. 28-CASTERN
IUJNOIS.

Februlry
2-at Northern Iowa. 4-at Drlike. 9-WESTERN
IUJNOIS. "-BRAOLEY. 16-8t Wichrt. St.,e 18at Southwest Missoun 2O-NOATHERN IlUNOIS
2 5-8t Eastem IIIlnol8
Mor.:h
I-lNOIANA STATE 3-lUJNOIS STATE S-at
Gateway Conference semlfir als 1o--at Gateway
Conler"""" fina16

the heavy responsibility she will carry
for us. U she does, I think she could be
the best player in the conference."
Kampwerth averaged B.O points and
4.7 rebounds per game last season. She
ranks third on the all-time ~-Iuki list in
blocked shot'>, and record\.._ a teamhigh 28 rejections last season. She also
shot a 50 percent from the field.
Deanna Sanders, a 5-8 senior guard
from Woodlawn, will be looked to for
outside scoring. Last season, after
transferring to the Salukis from John
A. Loilan College, Sanders started 17
games for the team, scoring in double
figures seven times and shooting 36
percent from three-point range.
"I need to be a team leader for
everyone," Sanders said. "I'll try to be
strong for everyone and keep everyone
up. The disappointment of last season
is initiative enough to do that much
better this year."
Sanders also had 41 assists and 1'1
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Carbondale 457339)
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Valley, Gateway
races could go
down to \vire
Conference races are expected
to go to the wire 1n both the mer:'s
and women's divisions this season.
In the Missouri Valley, where the
men's team (12-16 overall, H
conference) was tied with
Crei~hLOn for fourth, Wichita State
has emerged as a pres(,.8son
favorite.
"Wichita Sc.i 'I;) is the favorite, no
qu.,stion."· 5a~d St3.n Albeck. coach
1)1 the ';.",endl:':; ch8mpion Bradley
Brav,,"~'
·The.,-;; be the hunted
!:~ialn
If :.he\.· cqn handle the
pre,;~ure. :hey na I'C the Laient ~o
Wln.

1:1 the Gaieway, where the
women's ~eam lIS-I!. ~2-6)
dropped to fifth after winning titles
In 1986 and 1987, the Salukis and
four other teams are all considered
top candidates.
"Indiana State, Illinois State,
Drake and Eastern Illinois all have
to be considered," Saluki women's
coach Cindy Scott said. "At this
point we really can't count anyone
out, but these teams are all
returning some key people."
MISSOURI VALLEY: Wichita
State (20-10, 11-3) is coached by
Eddie Fogler, who set a school
record 42 victories in biB first two
seasoos. The Shocken return four
starters from last season's team
which
laced second behind
Bradley.
Tbe top gun fot Wichita State is
Suba Radunovieh, a 1-10 seaiot
forward who averqed 14 pointa
~ I8JQe aDd had 7.2 rebOuDdI.

r

- 'OnE"AY:
DefeDdiD,
ehampiaaEutena IUiDoia~If4) bu faur.tarierI baS,
aJIoamf. eoce pobIt pard
PIrUa, who ........ 15.1 paID"
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TEAM, from Page Sa
steals last season.
"We will look to Deanna to open up
our outside shooting," Scott said. "She
will need to improve her field-goal
percentage (36 percent), but I'm
canfident she can, which will help our
perimeter game. We will look for more
scoring from her this season. "
Another of the pure shooters
returning to the Saluki lineup this
season will be senior guard Tonda
Seals.
Seals, the only returning player to
avera~e in double digits versus
Gateway opponents last season. scored
10.4 points per game. Sne shot. 43
percent !'rom 'he fieid and had 4i
assists dnd :~i ~teals. :"lhe ,liso is considered to h'.: 1 three-poWl scoring
threat
"!'oltda \ust needs to b('come more
COflsistent.', SCOtt said. 'She is a true
outside thrp-<lt and at times shoots the
ball well. So far in practice she has
performed very well, and appears to be
trying to make this her best year."
Seals said while she is concerned
about increasing her defensive fkills,
her main emphasis is on how well the.
team will do.
"i want to improve ._ly defense more
than anything else," Seals said. "But
my main concern is to help the team
bavea winningscason."
Scott's team also has two strong
juniors returning to the team ill 5-H
forward Deanna Kibelkis and H guard
Eileen Richardson.
"Kibelkis is our best penetrator,"
Scott said. "She 00es good things for
you when she bas the ball, but she
needs to learn to cut dowa on her
errors. We're real high OIl De for the
upcomiDg season."
Scott said Kibelkia, a b1ue-eollar
worker who takes it to the bole, will vie
.traugly fot • .tartiDg froIlt coun
paaitiaD.
Lot - . Kibelkia abot 50 perceat
fnm the field aDd It pereeat fnm the
free-tbnw IDe
Gateway •
~ta_ . . . . . . . . 1.1 miDut. fIl

...-t

JrIQiDI

tia.,.. .....

Richardson, after playing point
guard her first two seasons, will be
shifted to shooting guard where Scott
said she will be able to utilize ber
natural talents.
"Eileen plays with a lot of intensity
and poise," Scott said. "In 00r new
position she should be able make better
use of her shooting skills."
Richardson posseses a 25-inch
verti~al JEl!iP, which she utilized by
blocking SIX shots and capturing 22
steals last season. She also is among
team leaders from the free-throw line,
shootmg 73 percent.
Two sophomores will return tc; the
lineup. both capable of stepping into a
startmg role,
Cyo ~itcfJeli. a 6-1 forward, is the
first seholarship athlete for SIU-C out
of the StJulhern Illinois area
; Harrisburg). Mitchell played
sparingly last season, but Scott expects
good t.hings to come from her in the

future.

"Cyd is one of the most pleasant
suprises to come along," Scott said.
"She more or less recruited herself and
bas turned into a major competitor.
She has increased her strength considerably and made great strides as a
player."
Mitchell had a season-high eight
points against Northern Iowa, going
four for six from the field and pulling
down five rebounds in only eight
minutes of play.
Amy Rakers, a 6-2 fo~"Ward from
Belleville, is expected to be a key for
the Salukis according to SCQtt.
"She has as much talent as an\'
player I've ever coached," Scott said.
. 'She needs to work on keeping her
game under control. She wants !.o do it
atl right away. but is still a young pup',
Shp is all outstanding olayer and will
definitely impact the s~ccess we have
this season,"
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SALUKI
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
BUY A SEASON TICKET
AND COME ON BOARD
i '~'t really listen en)Ugh to other
pecipl!:'s !deas; I could be more flexible
on lhiil. In practice, I may not get
~omething done and jl'.!~t forget tt."
Herrin said he has trndit10tlally
favored a quick tempo,
"I want to move down thtf floor
quickly, but get a good shot. You have
to play exciting and let the players
have a lot of freedom. Good pressure
defense and forcing turnov~:"'are
ways of playing exciting. TJ1e:~I:dr-r

ft~~~:~:::i o~~~~~:~ cl1ance

Herrin said dedication to thE: jf'\) is an
important key in making a good coach.
"You can never worry about the
numbe: of hours you work. You can't
always control your personal time; the
job often dictates your life. You have to
really love the game. "
Taking on the role of cOlach is just
skimming the surface, Herrin said.
"I tell the players I om their best
friend. I try to be a very positive
person. but yet critical. I .may take
someone out for 30 seconds just to say
'Hey, you weren't quite doing the job'

and then put them baclt in."
. '~luki.forwttrd ' Rand)," House 'is
entering his" seventh year under
Herrin:"
_.
. ~'He gave it)~;ev~ opp6J)tl!l1ity, and
hils probably been harder OD me than
s()TQ.eoi the pthers, becausehe wants to
drive'me'to success," House said. "He
has the open door policy that anyone
can cQllle.in and talk if they have a
p, ..Jblem,. .
Saluki 'guard Kai Nurnoorger. who
played his senior season under Herrin
at Benton, said the coaches' emphasis
is not all basketball.
"He has always been a believer (in
educaLJn)." Nurnberg~r SdJd, "It is
not just basketball, alt! ough he
demands~ou get better on th court."
As far.as setting pers(Jnal goals.
Heuin said:he is very I'.appy with his
position at SIU-C and IS not coasidering
a move to anr other universi'y,
"I would like to coach basketball in
some capacity for a long, long time,"
Herrin said. "It will depend on how
good my health is. but I feel mentally
tough. I am 55 nov', and can go as many
hours as any coach can."
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GOOD
LUCK
SALUKIS!!
WE'RE

OOTIN
YOU ON!!
GOOD LUCK
FROM ALL OF US
AT l'HE UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE!!

Come In Saturday, lYovember .12th And Join The Fun!
• RADIO REMOTe 1-4 p.m. from WCILFM • FREE Hot Dogs and Soft Drinks
• REGISTER TO \x1N Russell® Fleece Activewear. Baseball Caps, .\thletic Shoes
• FREE \xTf11 Pl ~RCHA~E - Sportscast ~\\'eatshirts, Sportscast Baseball Caps
(while supplies ia...,t)

In Sportscast, you'll find authentic activewear and

shoes for sports participants. Choose from
leading makers such as:

Adidas

Nike

Keebok

Russell

Sportscast is also the headquarters for fans. Our shop includes
collegiate and authentic professional team sportswear like •.. the
Chica.go Bears, Boston Celtics, and Southern lllinois University.
Select from T .. shirts, shorts, jackets, sweatshirts and more.

If you're serious about your sport or favorite team,
shop the Sportscast, located
in University Mall
,.1.,.11 ""l ••••• '" ....

u..

'''1+'1'''''''' t . . . . . . . . . . . . .
,.~J~*,~~~'h{i~rt"- 1981

u.............................. ., ........'...
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University history professor, adviser dies at 52
University News

S'~rvir.e

Funeral services were held
Sunday for a University
history professor at the
Temple Beth Jacob Synagogue
iii Carbondale.
Stanley Zucker died Friday
at Memorial Hospital of
Car~ndale. He was 52. Burial

will be in the Forest Hills
Cemetary in Madison, Wis.
Zucker, an expert on 19thcentury European social
history and German intellectual histolry, was the
author of "Ludwig Bamberger: German Liberal
Politician and Social Critic,"

pUblished by the University of
Pittsburgh Press in 1975. He
also wrote articles in those
fields.
Zucker came to the
University in 1967 as an instruct.or and became a full
professor in 1MS. For the last
five years, he directed the

history department's graduate
studies program. He also
served as gradua te adviser.
A native of New York Citv.
Zucker earned his undergraduate degree from rl.e
City Coilege of New York in
1958. He earned master's and
doctoral degrees from the

Retired University engineering professor dies
Mark E. Klopp, associate
professcr emeritus at the
Uni\-ersity, died Saturday in
Memorial Hospital of Carbondale. H", .vas 67.
A College of Engineering
and Technology faculty
member, Klopp retired in 1986
with 30 years of service at the
University. He taught applied

science drafting and industrial
education courses.
Klopp published an
l!ducational series on
graphical communications
problems trom 1966 to 1970. He
belonged to the American
Society for Engineering
Education.
Klopp earned bachelor's and

master's degrees from Pennsylvania State University. H;"
taught engineering drawing
there before (;oming to the
SIU-C.

He served with the U.S. Air
Force, seeing active duty in
Europe froml94~ to 1945.
Klopp was bmn Sept. 18. 1921
t.o Paul and Eva Klopp in

Lebanon County. Pa.
Survivers include his wife
Doris, two daughters, Nancy
Carlson of Bethesda, Md.; and
Ann Warner of Kirby, W.Va.;
and two grandchildren.
Memorial contributions may
be .nade to the American
Cancer Society or to the
H(l)pice of Southern Illinois.

B-1 B bombers grounded for inspection
ABll..ENE, Texas (UPI) -

The Air Force grounded its
fleet of B-IB nuclear bombers
for a safety inspection Wednesday as investigat.ors began
an inquiry int.o the second
crash of the military's new
intercontinental nuclear
weapon.
The Strategic Air Command
in Omaha, Neb., said each BIB will undergo a safety inspection after the crasb
Tuesday, in which witnesses
reported flames shooting from
the plane before its four crew
members ejected safely.
"This is a normal precaution
following any similar inCldent," the SAC statement
said.
It said it will take a day or
two for instructions on what
items are to be inspected to
arrive at B-IH bases around
the country. In the meantime,
"B-IB flying opera~ons have
been suspended,"
the
statement said.
The SAC estimated the inspections would take three
hours for each aircraft. As

each of the 98 remaining
bombers is inspected, it will be
returned t.o fl~ status, the
SAC statement saId.
At a news conference
Wednesday afternoor., Col.
Albert "Don" Jensen, commandt'r of the 28th Bombardment Wing at Dyess, said
the
crew
performed
miracul()l;Sly.
"They periormf;d by the
book and as they should," he
said.
He said be still luis great
confidence ir, the B-IB, which
he described as "the best
bomber in the world. "
Jensen said he expected the
four crew members who
ejected from the craft to
resume flying in the next few
days, and he thanked nearby
residents who came to the aid
of the crew following the
crash.
The crew of the four-engine
bomber was practicing a~
proach maneuvers when the
aircraft went down about 5
miles north of Dyess Air Force
Base Tuesday afternoon near

the town of :rY.e, about 10 miles
west of Abilene, Air Force
officials said.
Witnesses said it appeared
the pilot hatt managed to steer
the plane clear of populated
areas before the crew ejected
and parachuted t.o safety.
WItnesses also reported
seeing flames pouring from an
engine on bomber's left side
before it went down.
"Eyewitnesses said they did
see that," Dyess spokesman
Sgt. Patrick Plamondon said.
"Officially, the board hasr;t
varified that or not."
An investigative team
headed by Air Force Col.
David C. Dill, vice commander
of the 28th Bombardment Wmg
at Ellsworth Air Force Base,
S.D., was on the scene Wednesday t.o begin the official
probe int.o the cause of the
a<'Cident.
Plamondon said one of the
first tasks of investigators was
to compile the accounts of
people who saw thf'l! crash.
The crew members,
assigned t.o the 337th Bom-

bardment Squadron, remained
in good condition at the base
hospital Wednesday, where
they were admitted for 0bservation, said Sgt. Penny
Jorgensen.
They were Capt. Michael E.
Waters, 29, of New Bern, N.C.,
the plane's commander; Capt.
George M. Gober, 31, of San
Diego, the pilot; Capt Charles
M. Zana, :rI, of Hialeah, Fla.,
offensive systems operator;
and firji.Lt. Anton EretJr.; 26,
of Northglenn, Colo., defensiv'l
systems operator.
Tuesday's crash was the
second ai a B-1B nuclear
bomber. The fIrst t.o crash also
was based at Dyess and went
down Sept. 28, 1987, near La
Junta, Colo., while on a
three
training run, kill'
crewmen. The ac~ent ocCUlTed after a ~lican f!ew int.o
an engine hOUSIng of the plane.

University of Wisconsin.
Survivors include his wife,
Barbara, and two sons, Jeffrey
Zucker of Chicago and
Jonathon Zucker of Carb·:mdaie.
Memorial contdbutions ('.an
be made to the American
Cancer Society.

HEADQUARTER
New Location
105 S. \Vashington

-Perms $25. 00

long holr slightly higher

·0Jt&5tyIe'10~

• Ae{JJb" eut'7. OG
Closed Mondays

ph 529-1622

WELLNESS
CENTER
GROUPS &
WORKSHOPS
Taught by Bob Resnick
Mi5Sl~lPPI Room

Student Center

THURSDAY, NOV. 10

7·9 PM

The Alexander
Technique

in~~ E!:iden~fn=~

20 and about 2 miles northeast
of houses in Tye, which is
located at the north end of the
base's run' ..ay.

c
STORWIDE
1~/S<t
~ ~.. Inventory Reduction ~.~.
~', t-I..
Sale
A\~
20-50% off
c

~.OON·l

3·4:30PM

30

11:URSDAYS

TUESDAYS

In Ke-snar Hall Classroom
(across from the Health ServlCel
AU first time birth control us.ers must
attend
BEFORE
maklng
appoint men' at the Health ServlCe

.n

We encourage you to bnng your

Call 536·4441 for more

partner

mformation

Entire inventory Men'. &: Ladico' Runnin"
Aerobic, Basketball, Tennil, Walkin" Softball &: More bv
~iCl Ticer, N~N Balance.. Aria, SaucODV,
EtoRic, Lana, Ponr &: More
fvlTh 10·6.
Fr< ~ Sat 10-7.

Sun 1-6

S \to('..s'lt S tuft-

Across from the Jld T rein Depot·en the Strip

106 S llhno:s

529·3097

SIU-C Veterans' Club

BIG MAC

&

REG. FRIES

<:EfPC Exp't£~~lfJ£ dI':"t~

MED. DRINK
$2.19

Present:

Not Good With Any
Other Offer
Expires Sunday, Nov. 13

THE MeRlS IS
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•• rneti..." insider from the intellillence community
. ielling his' shocking s!ory about the most heinous
cover-up of the \lietnam Silga.

November 11.1988
4:S0p.m.

Stadeat Center
Aad.ttoriam

Campus'
Location
Only

~36-4441

Co-5pon5oredbV

Coun5eHng Center a
JIICk50n County t1eIIIth Dept.
~

Scott Barnes
Author·ofBOUICA

~,

,

th"

call Cattty lit the tNelines Cent~.

IIIAIPOW Pnll=tation

~')
\~..,.

SUPPORt 6ROOP
ThI5 ongOIng group " for ~ who
are tW po5ItIve. PWMC. lind F'W1'6
If \IOU lire Intereted In
grouP.

I.

Adml'ssfo(1i 'iii iFREE
. for more Informalion colI SPC 01536-3393

The holldavs are a trme to rn~o'r
food. famllv ~ fnend!l learn Wdy~
to make healthy alt~'nat"e, to
traditional high fat, hlfh ca!or.e
foods

TUESDAY.

NOVEMB~R

15

8-9PM

For indiVidual
cC)un~e1inl:,

536·4441
Part Cli yuur

Slue Student
Hultb Program

r--~-ro~~-----------I~~ CIC~~eCar

Election of Bush welcorned
by most foreign countries
Scripps Howard News ServiCe

WASHINGTON From
Moscow to Tokyo and London
to Tel Aviv, George Busb'!,
election as next American
president was overwhelmingly
welcomed. The main reason:
continuity in U.S. foreign
policy.
Many foreign newspapers,
radio and televisioc stations
monitored here expect that the
Bush administration will be an
extension of the Reagan administration.
"Ifs the Same Act but With

a Different Actor," headlined
Brazil's conservative daily 0
Estado de Sao Paulo.
"The American people voted
for a continuation of
Rea88nism," said Mexico's
Excelsior daily.
The conservative Melbourne
Herald in AusU'slia said "few
<U.S.) citizens, Itseerus, are in
a mood for cha!:Jge. "
Commentators noted that
Bush will face major
problems, topped by the U.S.
budget and trade deficits.
Many foreign government

officials and journalists were
wary
of
Democratic
presid~ntial
candidate
Michael Dukakis on three
counts: He was virtually
unknown overseas; setting up
a Dukakis administration
would mean a period of uncertainty; and he took a
protectionist stance on trade.

StoffWrtler

A University professor will
lecture tonight on the status of
endangered plants and l"e
efforts of one group to prevent
their extinction.
Botanist
R()bert
H.
Mohlenbrock, prof£S8or of
botany and the 1988 Outstanding Scholar Award
Recipient, said most ~le
are not aware of plant Species
becoming extinct before their

Mohlp..nbrock will dis..."'USS
eyes, but mass destruction of
pl&nts eventually will catch up some of the commission's
projects. One is the publication
to us if it is continued, be said.
Moblenbrock is a member of .of a Red Data Book fer North
the Species Survival Com- American Plants containing
mission. a division of the In- accounts of the most enternational Union for the daogered species.
Conservatioo of Nature.
"The stated purpose of the
The hour lecture titled
IUCN is
to develop "Fighting for Life: A Plan for
stntegies for coping with Endangered Plants" is
preservation of our natural scheduled for 7: 30 p.m. in the
Museum
heritage while utiIizin~ ef- University
ficiently our resources,' he Auditorium. A reception
follows.
said.

l/Z

Price Detail

Compact (t,r $54.95
Medium Car $64.95
Larye Cau & Trucks $75.00

I
I

I

12205. Washlnaton Good Thru 11.19·88 529·3814.
-------------------------.....
- ......-811-.....----.
\&o~
~tce \..n~"
~~\?~,...

The Soviet foreign ministry
said Wednesday that Bush's
victory reflects U1f) American
public's support for the
warming trend in U.S.-Soviet
relations

Lecture set on endangered plants
By Lori. RotHnon

i

Deep Pan Pizza
FREB Q~~fYER

14"

12"
small

medium

Cheese
$5.15
1 ingred.
$5.80
add ingred.
.75

$7.65
$8.50
.85

Sandwiches & Other
Italian Beef 0 Sa' 'CJ\Oe. BBQ Beef. served with pickle & chips

2.95
Wonton $1.00
Egg Roll $1. 00

Pitchers $2.00
611 S. ILLINOIS. On the Strtp

Bald Knob
Christmas fair
scheduled
The Annual Bald Knob Cross
with Santa and
Craft r~Bir will be held from 9
B.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday at thf'
Sunshine Inn in Anna.
Bald Knob famous barbecues, funnel cakes, chili, and

Christmas

other food items and drinks

will be available. Boneless
barbecue shoulders also can be
ourchased.
Santa's hours are 11 a.m. to
noon and 1 to 3 p.m. Treats will
be given to the children and
I~otographer Dan Wilson will
De present to take pictures.
take pictures
Arts and crafts dealers are
welcome. Please call 833-6531
after 6 p. m. for reserva tions.

Thursday~

Nov. 10, 10:30 a.m.--4:30 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 11, 10:30 a.m.--4:30 p.m.
ALL 1st time donors will receive a 2 liter bottle
of Dr. Pepper or Pepsi •• Donated by Pepsi.
The USG is donating '100 for the RSO who brinp in the most donon.
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16"
large

$9.95
$10.90
.95

LOSS OF LICENSE $ole 81rxk Hondc
v45

Classified
Directory

SoIn (750). Yamaha XT600

dlrtbflc*.

loth

rec*n"r

tuned

:-::'6;;n,::::1' S~~~-r50. 4~oa,!
Dow
11·17-&11

Auto

Porh and Servl(es
Moforcy<les
Homes
Mobile Homes

:

H_om_el_

! \ . . . I_ _ _

Mlscelloneou~
Pet~

and S'.rppjles

B~cy:les

Cameros.
Sporting

Sporting Goods
Rscreationol V~hlcles
Furniture
Muskal

Book,
Apartmen, ..
Houses

Mobile Homes
Rooms
Roommates.
Duplexes

Wonted

'0

R£:'rtt

Busjness Property

Mob,Je

Hom~

lots

Help Wonfed
Employment Wonted
ServICes OHered
Won!ed

lost
Found
Entertoinment
Announcements
Auctions and 501&50

Partl and Service.l
TWAHSAoIISSICMI ItfPAII! AM Aulo
$oJ.. and s..-v-. 60S ,.,. illInois.
457·7631.

01.t3-at ........ . ... 0734.AW2
MANY USED TIllES. ,,110 low ",.,«<1

..... fI,... bcrttwIft.
76.1501

$29.99. GaIoo-

W. _S2f·2302

1-17-&11

. 0963Ab78

. . . m_.

19IJ SUZUKI GUSOf. ..cell.."
cond.• S6OO. Grod.....'n~. S49-65t7.

11-11-&11 .
0l07Ae6Cl
HONDA SI'IIR 19f7. lOO
u . - .............".. bladr and """,Ie.
USO 010. CoIl S49-2.U2.
11-'4-&11 •. . . ..•.... . 0807Ac61

m"".

~ YAJA. MAXIM SSO. f.cell. CO'Id.

e"""'. 16.000 m'. Mus' ..II
U7SOIO.457·2017.

......ny

,-&II ... ... .... .. .. 092OAc6S

IN6 HONDA SPfIEf. 2.9. . . ,"II...
blade. nlee CO'Idlflon. SJSO C,,1I451
612S.

)1-16-&11

·~R3L
RENTALS

Motorcydel

11-'

.,_\-.~l

0\I61Ac63

Office At
501 E. College

Sign now through
spring semester
and Royal Rentals
will give you your
choice of a T.V.
or Microwave.

457-4422

I

1195 E Walnut
8:30-5 M·F

529-1082
-Central Air (all electric!

~"" ~~ -Wahser&Dryer
~

¢

I

-Microwave
- Dishwasher

W.'y. Got It All and You Should Tool

SIU', " . .est Lallary Townl. '«Ises
Clnd "odlfled Accessible Units
.] Bdrm. Aptl. for Rent·
Available to groap' of ] or 4 people
LO<<IJt..s onW.1I St. ( .. IIUI·nll
~ 61 I i.lt C<lJmpGl Drive

A

\b

I

Doily

KING'S .NN MOTEl (former'r
Sume.). 825 E MaIn. C'dc,. SSO per
wltll_ th.,fast.
2"'-&11 . • . . ......... 04«8<192
CARBONe .E ROO/ol IN bc>ordl"fl

Ca1l4S1-S1 15

_ _

~:~·I.sr25

CLASSIFIED

Call
"'-3311

sJ:".:fI. ~~o;;~t~r

Mo~.menr.
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Daily Egyptian
STUDENT WORK POSITIONS
for Spring Semester
Must have Current ACf on h)~
'Ad"ertising Sale!> Representative, (4 Openings)
Journalism junior:; & seniors pr~farcd,
RadiorrV. Marketin!; & S!",cch Communications
majurs also ..::on<;;ldercd.

,Classified Adnrtbing Sales r~"preser.tath·e
Ju"rnalism StUdCIl15 preferred
morning workhlock prderred
(mUjim1lrP 3D VI.'l'm, lypmg & spcihng tesL glven)

Alpha Kappa
Psi
~

r~l

~~
The

Professional
Business
Fraternity
proudly
announces
its new
members
$-~~

~-$~
IF-'~

$-II.A'"~
9'~~

~IJL-,$'"
~Pf-ti.t

Congratulations
15 /100M NoOm. IT
Cornpg<ound.

""'*.

~ Tro ....

ON....

I'00I.

Lou,.. SI~.OOO. "~7J+.27".

II·I$-U . . . . . . . . . . . 0S6&M62

Gamma
Gamma

\VOl',

ht<:.;:-k m~cd"d

'Ad'ertbing Uispatch Repn'senta!i"e
J()urnalism major preferred
Work block 12:00-4:00pm M-t'
!\iu!>~ have car, will rClmoursc mileage
·Ad,'ertis;ng Office As,i,Ill,,!
Morning workblock nee<led K:O{)

Journalism s:uuents prefc;-rcc
'Advertislng La)'o~:
Morning workblock X:W· 11 :(lOaJll

Landlordsl
RetalieHI
~
Hoaslng Solatlons Are
~
Headed This Wayl
Advertise Your Houses, Apartments,
Mobile Homes. Furniture & Applii:tnces.
Plants, etc. in the

Dally Egyptian
"ovember Housing Directory

Applicallons Available at lbe Daily Egyplian
('ommuntcalions Bi,lg. (Room 1259)
All applications must be turned in by

4:00pm, Frida), November II
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• Secare contracts for 19.9
• f~nd Roommates or Sableasen
• Select farnlshlnls" Plants
that make yoar place
"Home Swe.t Home"
Published on Thwsday, November 17
AdvertiSing Deadline: Tuesday, November 15, 2:00 pm

Contact the Dally Egyptian
Chlssi'ied Dept. foetay!
5]6·]111
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d/utt
r:DE.bo'tah
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We l.A)ve You!

To the
men of

~<PE .~

I ~~

lfij) I

III

J

We solved
the murder
We played
the game

",.

But we still
think the
ballerina
was the one
to blame

0

P.S. He's
really a dame
Love,

The Ladies
or

~~~

:'.~tadentsl~
~~~

'Ad,erti,ing Trpes.elters
Afternoon

(!uanutta

AK'V

~~

Contact Marl. Oliver,
your ATaT Stud.nt

dlmy

.... CNlI4I'5t

~~

INTERESTED IN
LEARNING ABOUT
CALLING PLANS AND
SPECIAL PRODUCTS
THAT MAY SAVE
YOU MONEY?

Compus Manag ....
"~". at S./. U. ,,;Col!. 457-5998

Welcomes
our new
piedges

TAKING
TO flU -.or uon
ortdbodr-,. ...........,. (217}.J56.

~~"':'d''::' ~~
............ "'Ioddlet.

-

~X
Chad
Happy
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Briefs
ST. LOUIS Police Department will intervip.w on Campus
on NlJv. 15. They will interview
Administration of Justice and
Criminal Justice majors as
well as anyor.e in:erested in a
career with the St. Louis
Police Department. Sign up at
the Placement Center, Woody
Hall B-204 from now intil Nov.
15.

MUSLIM STUDENTS'
Association is sponsoring
"Islam Fut'Jre For Mankind"
at ? tonight in the Student
Center 4th floor Video Lounge.

NAACP STUDENT Division
will meet at 5 today in the
Student Center Activity Room

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS and Services will hold a
workshop on
"Stress

MUSLIM STUDENTS'
Associa tion is sponsoring
"Qur'an the Liberator" at8:30
tonight in the Student Center
4th floor Video Lounge.

C.

~:nal~d:r ~t~~ t~J~

DEPOSITS ARE due Nov. 11
for all that will be going to
Atlanta, Ga. for the'
National Black College Choir
Workshop
during
Thanksgiving Break. For
details, call549-~.

Room (cafeteria) .

ROCK CLIMBING Club will
meet at 7 tonight in the Rec
~enter Conference Room.

CALIPRE STAGE presents
"Tuck Everlasting" at 12:10
today and 7:30 tonight. Friday,
and Saturday. To reserve
tickets, call the Calipre Box
Office at 453-2291 from 1 to 4

p.m.
VOLUNTEER BUREAU

~

:ne Council on Problems of the
Aged, Inc. will meet at noon
today at the Library Conference Roor.l at the Jackson
County Senior Citizen Center,
409 N. Springer, Carbondale.
1988 SIU-C Outstanding
Scholar Lecture, sponsored by
the Graduate School, will be at
7:30 t9night in the University
Museum Auditorium, Faner
Hall.

FREE MOTORCYCLE
Courses will be offered at the
Safety Center. Course 25 will
meet from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m.
!iov. 11, and from 8 a.m. to 6
p.m. on Nov. 12 and Iv. Course
2S will meet from 5:30 tc 8:30
p.m. Nov. 18, and 8 a.m. to 6
p.m. Nov. 19 and 20. To
register, conta.!t the Motorcycle Rider Program at 45371rl7.

Barba,-a Bush interested in family
WASHINGTON (SHNS) With White House stylf!
generaliy set by first ladies,
eyes are on Barbara B:''lh for
the tone she will set for the
next four years.
Even though Mrs. Bush has
been a public figure for eight
years, she has kept a low
profile.
Mrs. !Jush's main interests
are her ~hi1dren, her 10

Goverrl1ment,
madia plan
seminar
By Weyne W.II.ce

grandchildren, gardening :;~
literacy. She ~ not much in·
terestt..od in news, saying that
she prefers novels to
newscasts.
Uninterested in fashion,
known mainly for comfortable
suits and her trademark twoand thrca-strand peari
necklaces. Mrs. Bush IS (OXpeeted to' try to keep her lif{'
centered . on family and

friends.
She will hire capable people
to do such things as po.:t on
state dinr,ers (her favorite
food is chkken salad) an:!
contimlc hr.- projf"'t of furthering lite:·acy.
Mrs. Bush is well·liked in
Washington alld has not in~pired the biting gossip that
?lagues mallY of the powerfuJ
in the nation's capitaL

5227
$

322

without
transportation

with motorc0u::t, transportation

('100 min. deposit Early 'Payment Discounts)

A seminar designed to foster
better relations between local
government and the media in
Illinois will be held at the
Carbondale Holiday Inn from
8:15a.m. t02:30p.m. today.
The seminar is the fIrst in a
series of four to be held
throughout the state until Dec.
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Staff Writer

State Comptroll!'!r Roland W.
Burris and the IlliMis Press
Association have invited
public officials and newspaper
publishers, editors and staff to
p:;.:1icipate in the sessions.
According to Lloyd Haims,
local liaison for the comptroller's office, the seminar
series was requested by the
lPA to belp the media better
understand the workings of
iocal governments.
"The comptroller's office is
d'J),1g this for f~~ media,"
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Bush names Baker to top State Department post
HOUSTON (SHNS)- A
subdued George Bush, admittedly tired and awed by the
challenges ahead, announced
members of his transition
team Wednesday and said he
will name James Baker
secretary of state.
BUSh told a news conference
he had cleared the Baker
appointment with the current
secretary of state, George
Shultz, and "he enthusiastically endorsed the
choice."
BillIh said Baker, his cam-

paign chief and lon~time
friend, has "distingUished
himself in every position he
has held and in the Reagan
administration set a new
standard of excellence as
... chief of staff."
"lie has big shoes to fill,"
Bush said in tribute to Shultz,
Hbut he'll get the job done."
Bush noted that Baker has
served as Treas::ry secretary
and as a member of the
National Security Council and
said he has "proven skill" ia a
negotiator.

The vice president looked
puzzled when questioned about
his mandate, characteri7.ing
his victory over Michael
Dukakis as a "big win."
Bush won 40 state/! and 426

~~"e:~vo:d c~~pa~~!!:

votes for Dukakis.
"I do feel the vote was
convincing enough and the
margin grea~ ('-Dough and the
number of states carried big
enough," he said. "It gives a
certain confidence to the
executive branch of the

~~~~~~dt I i~Tue~~ ca~
Congress with whom I have
pledge1 to work ...
Bush jokingly thanked
Martin Van Buren, the last
sitti~.g vice president to be
elet!ted president in 1836, "for
paving the way. It's been a
long time, Marty."
Signaling bis continued
1000alty to Ronald Rea~~1
Bush said Rearan is still
president and," will not be
using the transition to try to

make or unduly influence
decisions that are properly the
president's."
Alllligns are that Busn will
carry out most of f nc
programs Reagan began,
mcluding a pledge not to raise
income taxes.
Bush congratulated Dukakis
for a hard fought campaign
and, despite the negative tone
of the campaign, said, "I never
had any doobt that we share a
common interest in building a
better Ameri~."

Congressional leaders say
Bush will have to raise taxes
WASHlt-iGTON (SHNS) Members of Congress think it's
only a matter of time before
George Bush w:"l have to eat
his "read-my-Iips" promise
not to raise taxes during the
next fOL.r years.
The battle over taxes and
spending will be jw;t one of
many Bush will have with the
Democratically controlled
Congress.
Tht>re's no way Bush can
avoid new taxes, says Sen. Bill
Br£dley, D-N.J. "Read my
lips: George Bush will ask for
a U!JC increase in his four years
and it's an ope •• question how
Democrats will respond,"
Bradley cO'lte:lds.
The n>...ason lawmakers from
both parties believe Bush will
retreat on his no-new-tax
lJromise is the federal deficit,
which politicians and the
public opinion polls say is the
biggest single problem confronting the new president and
the next Congress.
Even

Senate

Repub!ican

leader Bob Dole of Kansas, the
legislative point man for the
president-elect, concedes that
cutting the $145 billion federal
deficit will be "a hard thing to
accomplish" without new
revenues that Bush vows to
veto.
O:le budget-busting complica tion: bailing out the
nation's ailing savings and
loans. The big fix will add to
deficit v'oes even if taxpayer
dollars aren't tapped for the
$50 billion to $100 billion fresh
cash infusion that shaky S&Ls
need to return to solvency.
And budget expert.!. are still
counting up the cost of Bush's
campaign promises - more
money for education, the
homeless, prisons, health care
and the war on drugs.
Bush also has proposed at
least $15 billion a year in new
tax incentives, which cost the
treasury money and thereby

increase the deficit.
He would slash the tax on
investment profits (capital
gains) and create new tax
breaks for health ;:are insurance, oil and gas exploration, rural development,
private school tuition, firsttime home buyers and parents
who adopt children.

Since B'.Jsh has insisted that he won't
endorse any ne w
taxes, won't cut
Pentagon spending
and won't tamper with
Social Security, it's a
mystery where the
money will come from
to finance his new
proposals while
finding an additional
$40 billion in deficit
reductions
Most political insiders say
Bush must act fast if he is to
succeed with a Congress that
has just spent two rears
showing it can set policy m the
face of White House objections. In Tuesday's voting,
Democrats solidified their grip
on both the House and Sena teo
Some politicians predict
Bush will have trouble taking a
positive tack after the negative
campaign despite assurances
he will do his "level best" to
he-al the wounds and cooperate
with Congress.
Former Texas Gov. John
Connolly,
a
one-time
Democrat turned Republican,
predicted ..... 'IS~. will have a far
more o:'ficull time dealing

with Congress than Rea~an.
"He (Bush) does not have
many friends up there," says
Democratic pollster Peter
Hart. "Congress has the
potentiality to respond in kind
for Bush's c!lmpaign style."
House Democratic leader
Thomas Foley of Washington
says Bush's campaign rhetoric
appears to make him more
inflexible than Reagan in
dealing with the lawmakers.
"It could get very embittered - worse than it is
now," Foley says. "He
violated Ronald Rea~an's
dictum that a president snould
never say never. He says
never every day."

••

Foley suggests Bush's only
way out is to follow the
example set by Earl Long, the
late governor of Louisiana.
When confronted with an
embarrassing about-face from
nis campaign promises, Long
~:r.nded: "Tell the people I

F~r his pal't~ Bush forsees
"no radical steps."
He wants ".steady control,
steady restraint" on the
.ieficit.
But federal law doesn't give
him much choice. The GrammRudman budget-balancing act
is expected to require that the
deficit be cut by at least $40
billion by next Oct. 1 and
mandates that the budget be
brought into balance three
years hence.
Gramm-Rudman's targets,
of course, have been changed
before and could be changed
again, especially now that top
Bush aides are talking publicly
about putting off the the
balanced-budget year to as
late as 1995.
Bush wants a "flexible
freeze" that lets the overall
budget keep pace with inflation.
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"He's going to be one of the
great vice presidents - you
watch him closely," Bush said
to cheers from the partisan
crowd.
Quayle, who came t(l the
Senate in 1930 as part of the
Reagan landslide, spoke
briefly at the White House,
thanking Reagan "for all that
you have done for America."
And he told Push that he is
"ready to go to work and to
continue to change America
and make it even greater."
The 41-year-old Quayle, the
heir of ar. Indiana publishing
empire whose surprise

from the White House and
adjacent to Lafayette F ark.
Quayl" said he had no
specific tasks to perform at the
controversy, was kept ouCO£"' office.

~r~~¥iti~~or ~~~[:1Jg~ffica:. b~~~t~~ ~~:: fF:::ser:r~ of
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the spotlight during the
campaign, relegated to
stumping his home state and
political backwaters.
But Wednesday, just 73 days
from being a heartbeat away
from the presidency, he was
out in the sunshine.
After a pancake breakfast at
his Northern Virginia home,
Quayle and his wife traveled
by motorcade to visit his vice
presidential transition office, a

C

Midwest's Top female Impersonators

Quayle praised by Bush, spends
first day as VP-elect in new office
WASHINGTON <uPI) Vice preSident-elect Dan
Quayle had "nothing specific"
to do when he visited hi:;
transition office Wednesday
Quayle, thrown into the
national political forum when
George Bush picked him to be
his running mate, w~lcomed
tht> president-elect back to
Washington Wednesday afternoon at a rally at Andrews
Air Force Base a.1d the victorious congratulation;. from
President Reagan.
With Quayle at his side, Bush
predicted the young senator,
who was harshly assailed
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State volleyball tourney big st~p in recf~~.i.!i.n~
Byll •• W.m.
Staff WctWr
.

1

11

AsslStant v<?l.eyba .coach
Sonya Locke will be lookmg for
new talent to play for SIU-~
~hen she attends the state s
higa school vo~leyball tour~n:lent. f~ls thlS. ~eeken~ at
:spnngfl~ld s Prame Capital
Convention Center.
Locke said the Salukis are
looking for players at all
posi tions.

t-

"We look for kids we don't
need to teach. We want the
or.es that need only some
alterations," Locke said.
"Sometimes we get a raw one
but mostly we look for kids
that can contribute right
away. I don't necessarily look
for starters but (overall)
contributors," Locke added.
Locke will spend most of her
time watching for players that

she hasn't seen play yet
"Some kids are big-time
- recruits, and if you are a small
school they are not goi."lg to be
interested," she said .•. And if
they are good and you re late
(in telling them you are interested) , then your chances of
gettinll them are slim to
none.''!'
The volleyball coaching staff
has tried every year to increase in-state recruits, but
the Salukis have had more luck
with out-of-state recruits,
Locke said.
"The success rate is low, not
because v.'e haven't been
working to get in-state
recruits. Th~ majority of
recruits I contact have been
from' Illinois. But most kids
want to go out of state f ....
various reasons, ' , Locke said.
Most recruits have the advantage of belonging to

volleyball clubs. duri~·their
high school careers.
"All of tlJeplayers we look at
pave played in clubs. a'heir
exposure is limited if they are
not in a· club," Locke explained.
Although the coaches are not
allowed to reveal the names of
pore..tial recruits according to
NCAA regulations, Locke said
she is in contact with some of
the Chicago 'l'ribune All-State
team players.
r

"

On the Tribune's first team
were Vikki Simonis of
Palatine, Eileen Shannon of
Immaculate Conception,
Elaine Caraher of Sandburg,
Michele Kohler of Richards,
Amy Peistrup of Hersey and
Sue Wronski of Mother
McAuley. Second team players
were Kathy Jurgens of
Riverside-Brookside, Stacey
Kammes of Wheaton St.

l

Francis~'iKim'iNorriSJ of
Downers Nori.h, Malanie
Koskan of Joliet! West,~~
Rogers of Mount'Puiaskil1mf;:
Keisha Spencer of East St.
Louis.

Some. of the players have
season nighs of more ';18n 330
kills before tournament play
and career highs of more than
800 kills.
"We are in contact with
then:. Our goal is to get them
on campus for a visit," Locke +-_t¢~

.....*iililil....J_"

~id.

Sonya Locke

The : recruitmg trend is
definitl:ly towards taller

a good jump."
O!l the current team, five of

6-1 and 6-2 women. That is
a good range but above that,
they tend to lose their mobility
and speed. My preference is 510 and 5-11," Locke continued,
"Women 5-foot-8 and 5-£oot-9
are not eJin. . inated if they have

Titompson and Teri Noble
played for Riverton, the Class
A state champs in 1983.
Fresr..man Stephanie Newman
al!1 Kim &haal are from
Mattoon. Sophomore Barb
Oswald is from Seneca.

p~\e~ toc::n:~t with some IDin~~P~:Sls~~~u~~~
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Frank Viola captures American League Cy Young
NEW YORK l UPI) - Frank
Viola of the Minnesota Twins,
who led the major leagues with
24 victories this season,
Wednesday won the American
League Cy Young Award.
In voting by the Baseball

Writers' Association of
America, the 28-year-old lefthander received 'Z1 of 28 firstplace votes and ended the bid
by Boston's Roger Clemens to
win an unprecendented third
straight Cy Young Award.

Viola, 24-7, received a
second-place vote on the
remaining ballot and finis bed
with 138 points. He earned the
award a year after leading the
Twins to the World Series title.
"The Inst two-year pP.riod

CORNELL,

Have yoa received yoar
Salakl Club Card?

from Page 2 0 with that part of the country
this time of year. He said that,
more than anything, could
hinder his performance.
Dennis voiced his COl<cern
after winning the MVC
champiOnships two weeks ago,
saying that be doesn't consider
himself to be a real power
runner.
"1 bad a bard time at the
flooded SaJuki Invitational,"
Dennis said. "I am Dot a power
runner. I need a dry course to
do well. I don't have the leg
strength to do well in mud,
that's just not my running
style.
"As far as the cold, that will
not be a factor for me except in
warmu~. It does take some
extra time sometimes to get
loose."
The Salukis will have seven
runners competing for the
Salukis with freshman Jon
Demlis leading the way with.
His season-best time is 24: 19.5.
Tberestof the team's personal
bests: 3enior-cJlptain David
Beachem's 24:50, junior Paul
Burkinshaw's 25:10, freshman
Mark Stuart's 25:34.4, senior
Paul Glanville's 25:45.2,
freshman Vau6han Ha:ry's
25: 50 and sophomore Mike
Kershaw's 25:f>9.
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BOSTON (UP!) - Michael
Jordan scored 52 points, the
most in the NBA this season,
and set a BOI:>ton Garden
record with ('.ine steals
Wednesday night to help the
Chicago Bulls snap a 12-game
losing streak in Boston with a
110-104 victory over the
Celtics.
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has been more !han I ever "It's jt:.St been great."
dreamt:<! of - winning an AllOakland reliever Dennis
Star game, getting the Cy Eckersley, who led the majors
Young Award, winning the with 45 saves, finished second.
(World Series) MVP and the Eckersley received the other
World Series," Viola said at a first-place vote, 14 second- and
sports bar in Orlando, Fla. five third-place votes.

If not served in 10 minutes
next lunch FREE
11:00am 2:00pm

Beef Stew
CornBread &
ColeSlaw

$3.85
~

lb. Burger & Fries

99¢

With Purchase of Lg. Soda or Iced Tea
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Two Salukls picked
for all-conference
By Robct Baxter
Staff W11ter

Seol,-n Dana Fitzpatrick
aOO Cathy Kampwert& were
honored Wednsesday by being
picked for the l.i89 preseason
aU-Gateway
Conference
women's basketball team.
Both players were named as
honorable mention allconference based 00 their
pe';ormance from last season
and on expectations for the
coming season.
Fitzpatrick will be looked to
this year for ber floor
leadership and experience.
according to ti}e SIU-C
coaching staff. Fitzpatrick has
been cited as the top all-around
player for the Salukis.
Hopefully Kampwertb will
get a chance to show her stuff
again this season.
After suffering a seemingly
season-ending injury to her
knee last week in practice,
Kampwerth's
doctor
~uggested surgery.
"She is off of crutches right
now ," Coach Cindy Scott said.
"We had orininally scheduled
surgery last Wednesday, but
the doctor decided to wait one
moreVleek.

w;;:\;~sC~ ~th~~ ~

about two weeks."
Coach Scott sounded optimistic and said she expects
good things when Kampwerth
visits the doctor again today

,

Basketb&11 '88
for a final diagnosis.
First team all-Gatew~

f:O~ D~ate J~i!a ~ous
choice along with Barn Perkes
of Eastern Illinois.
Karen Nicholls of Bradley,
Pam Tanner of Illinois State
and Amy Vanderkolk of Indiana State rounded out the
rU"St-team picks.
Also named to honorable
mention status wcre Sheryl
Bonsett of Eastern IllinOIS,
Jeroi Fitzgerald of Drake,
Robin Hasemann of Western
Illinois, Kris Huffman olf
Northern iowa and Ellen
McGrew from Illinois State.
McGrew is coming off of a
missed :.eason .

SNAP,
from Page 20-lOIDetbiDg else we bave got to deal with. We'd mucb
ratbPr be at home right DOW. "
Although the Saluiia are DOt in a crucial, must-win
situation like las~ wGC!ilt, Rboeldea .:.aid SIU-C still
Deeds to claim a victory to get back on track,
"This week is a little bit different," Rhoads said.
"Last week it was a cooference game and we bad a
chance to go 1-'. The attitude now is we just want to
play and have !OIDe fun doing it.
"I think with that appl'04ch of let's have fun with
things, we can Nark on the things we want to and still
have a chance of having a winning Be8.1IOIl."
In Youngstown, the Salukis will face the H
Penguins, who were billed at the begining of the year
as havinS one of the stronger I-M teams in the
country. Rhoades said Youngstown may be ready to
explode for a big game.
"There is a real possibility of that," Rhoadetl said.
"They certainly ba ve some tine perec:mel. "

4 teams lookc to play
for SEC chanlpionship
The road io the Sugar Bow,' is pitt.ed with potholes.
Four teams - No.9 Aub,un, Nc. 14 LSU, No. 17
Georgia and No. 19 Alabama .- are still in contention
for the Southeastern Conference championship and the
Sugar Bowl's host berth.
If Auburn bea ts Georgia and Missillsippi State upsets
LSU this Saturday, and Alabama then knocks off
Auburn on Nov. 25, those four would wind up tied for
the SEC title with 5-2 league records and leave it to the
Sugar Bowl to decide which it wants.
A more likely scenario has Auburn and LSU winning
Saturday, with Auburn likely beating Alabama to tie
LSU and earn the Sugar Bowl bid - unless LSU pulls
off an upst;t agaiMt No.3 Miami on Nov. 19.
"BaSically, it's our choice," said a Sugar Bowl
spokesman.

~

SCOTT, from Page 20
Dec. 4 at Bow~ Green. Next it's on to
the Seattle Times-Huskie Classic
where SIU-C will do battle with the Ilio.
1 team in the nation Cal-Long Beach,
and the No. 12 Washington Humes.
The Salukis will then visit Knoxville,
Tennessee on Jan. 2, to take on the No.
2VCilunteers.

Indiana State could also vie for the

top spot again this season.

ThJ

Missouri sixth with 36 points, Brauley
finished with Ii 14-4 Gateway reco~ seventh with 34 points, Western Illinois
last season, only to lose to Illinois State eighth with 24 points, Wichita State
in the co.rerence plliyoffs. The ninth with 18 points and Northern Iowa
Sycamores with 49 points were picked lOth W'if.b 14 points.
fifth by tile Gateway coaches.
_ ..This is the sixth preseason Gateway
:1..,H to be taken, and only twice has the
~~t~sonIndia~State~aspicked,~ team won it all, that being Illinois
to flDlSh runth. They tied for fnt.
·State in 1985 and Southern Illinois in
The other coaches had Southwest 1987.

Swimming teams
see close battle
By John Walbla,
StatlWr1ter

The Saluki men's and women's
and diving teams are
looking for another close contest wben
they match up against Nebraaka at 7
p.m. Friday in Lincoln.
Last fear, the tealll8 split the dual
meet With Nebraska, the men's team
lost by one point, 57-56, while the
women's swimming and diving team
upset the favored Nebraska 152-140.
"I wouldn't be surprised to see one
that comes down to that last event,"
Doug Ingram, ruen's and women's
swimming coach, said.
At Wesl.em last weekenli the Salukis
only competed in relay events. This
time there are only two relay events,
the rest being freestyle and stroke
events on an individual level.
Tbe diving tealll8 will be in the 1- and
3-meter board competitions where
Ingram expects stem competition from
Nebraska.
Ingram said tht: Nebraska men's
team was lOth in the nation last year,
while the women's teams usually rank
with the top 20 tealll8 throughout th~
country.
For the women, Ingram said
Nebraska is probably going to be
stro~ in the stroke events causing the
Snlukis tJ rely on the freestyle events
for their Wins.
"It could be interesting. It could be
frightening,·' Ingram said, "with 12 of
15 girls in their first collegiate dual
meet."
"Our response could range from a
great effort to having a little difficlllty
in standing up to them. As long as they
learn from the experience I won't be
disappointed."
"We're going to have to throw our
best lineups together, I think the best
races will be in the freestyle events for
the women," L1gram said.
The men's \.eams coming away from
the Western Relay with some fast
times last weekend are especially
confident. Experience with Nebraska
might be another reason tbe team has
for the amount of op'.imi.sm-14 of tile
swimmers competea ..gainst Nebraska
last year.
"From a dual meet standpoint, this is
the most balanced team I've had."
swimming
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Sports
Football team looking to snap three-game skid
By David GalllaneHI
StaffWrlter

The football team will try to snap a three-game
losing streak at l:~ p.m. Saturday at Youngstown,
Ohio, as they take on the Penguins.
Coach Rick Rhoades said he senses a feeling of
letdown among some supporters, but the season is
not yet over.
"I sense a lot of people think it's business as usual
and are saying 'Those suckers can't win anything,'''
Rhoades said. "We are laying down a good foundation for the future here. Based on that, I don't care
if we lose three in a row or if we win another one this
Beason."

The Salukis will be flying ~ youngstown by way of
st. Louis and Cleveland, Rhoades said The first-year
coach said the long trip, approximately 650 miles by
car from Carbonciale, may have an affect.
"It probably does (hurt the team) a bit, but we
can't allow it to make that big m a difference,"
Rhoades said.
Rhoades said youngstown State is not the onJy
thing SIU-C must contend with as injuries. a long trip
and a feeling of frustration will all play factors.
"We have to deal with a lot besides Youngstown,"
Rhoades said. "We have to lock in and not let them be
any more of a distraction ttlen they have to be."
Quarterback Fled Gibson will sit out for the third
straightweekandhalfbackGarrettHineswillnotsee

action. A decision on Gibson getting arthroscopic
surgery before the season's end may come today.
Rhoades said there is an air of frustration among
the team memlJers which needs to be dealt with.
"How much trouble that will cause 1 don't know,"
Rhoades said. "We are just trying to take one day &t
& time and hang tough. "
Being on the road for the third strclight week is
causing problems, but Rhoades said that is just
another hurdle the Salukis ha ve to jump.
"If you want to make a run at the national champion4Jhip, ours is not the schedule to have," Rhoades
said. "It makes things a little tougher, but it is just
S. . SNAP, PIli. 19

Basketball season around the corner
First Signing day
nets no recrlJits
for men's squad

Scott satisfied
with poll ranking
by conference

By David Gamanehl

By Robert Bexter

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

No one put their name on the dotted
line for SIU-C Wednesday as the men'~
basketball team went dry on the first
signing day for college teams.
"We didn't sign anyone today, but we
might (today) or Friday," Saluki
coach Rich Herrin said.
Of the four players who have visited
SIU-C, two remain on Herrin's list as
possibilities.

Basketball previews
-See insert
Robert Taylor, 6-5 of Hamilton High
School in Memphis, Tenn., and Cornall
Henderson, a 6-7 forward at Shawnee
Community College are still within the
Salukis' grasp. The signing period ends
Nov. 16.
SIU-C lost Carlyle standout Tom
Michael to the University of IllinOis and
learned that Chuck Barnes, 6-3 of
Bentonia High School in Bentonia,
Miss., will hold out until the spring
signing ppriod in the middle of April.
"We will continue to work on him,"
Herrin said of the senior who has been
tabbed the best chance'for the Salukis.
,. If he was worth signing in the fall than
be's worth signing in the spring."
Herrin said the -hopes the Salukis can
sign someone before next Wednesday,
as it would make recruiting easier
going into the spring signing period.
"It is a lot tougher if you have to
work 911 wint,er long," Herrin said.
"You have to go back to the drawing
boaro and see wbere the best op-

1Kfi~ti~~, who had verb8l.iy
committed to SIU-C last spring but did
not sign for failure to complete a junior
college degree, is a mystery according
to He:Tin.
"I really don't know," Herrin said.
"We need to sil. down with the staff and
talk about tha tone...

Staff Photo by AI.n H. __

Junior tranafer Freddie McSwain leapa
to block a ahot by frelhman Tony
Harvey during men'a baaketball

practice. The men will open their
seslOn Sunciay with the AUlltralia All-

By Robert Bu.ter

will

Staff Writer

The men's cross country team is
headed for the starting blocks for
possibly the last time this season as
they leave today for Des Moines, Iowa,
site of. the .District 5 Cross Country
championships.
Saluki freshman Jon Dennis will
atkmpt to quali!y fo~ the NCAA Cr~
Country champlOnship!!, a feat which
hasn't been accomplished since twolime.. All-Ame~ic&n Chris Bunyan
qualifIed back m 1984. Bunyan's 24:17
is the ftitest time ever on SIU-C's
cross country course.
"I am aiming for a top three finish
individually, which would assure me of
a place at the NCAA's." Dennis said.
- - - - - "Obviously I'm not Slue about who's
running, but I'm read)." for it."
The top three inuividual finishers
Page 20. Daily Egyptian. November 10, 1988
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teams on their way to All-American
status.
The task will not be an easy one for
the men's team as they will face four
teams ranked in the top 20 in the
nation.
Iowa State, ranked third in the
country, will be one of three
represenatives of the Big Eight at the
race. Nebraska ranked 12th and
Colorado ranked 17th will also compete.
Coach Bill Cornell so.id his one of the
team's goals will be to beat a couple of
teams they lost to earlie-r in the season.
"We obviously want to finish as high
as we can," Cornell said. "The team
has its pride. We'd like to beat Kansas
and Indiana State, two teams that have
beat us t~lis year.

The Gateway Conference coaches
poll released their predictions for the
upcoming women's basketball season
Wednesday. To no one's suprise it
appears to be a toss up at this point
with anyone of five teams capable of
making a run for the title.
Saluki coach Cindy Scott said she
agreed with the rankings, which were
based on votes tailied by all 10
Gateway coaches and showed SIU-C
picked to finish fOilJ'th.
"I think it's very fair," Scott said. "It
is just the way I would have personally
picked them. The poll is true to form."
Votes for the poll were tallied on a
nine points for first, eight points for
second system on down from firstplace to tenth.
Eastern Illinois, which finished in a
three-way tie last season with Illinois
State and Indiana Sl.ctie, is picked to
finish first this season. The Panther~,
who were 14-4 in the Gateway last
season, received 74 points.
Illinois State, 22-6 overall, was picked
second with 73 points.
The Redbirds also finished with a 144 record in the Gateway, but lost to
Eastern Illinois in the conference
championship game.
The Salukis will open their 18-game
Gateway Conference schedule on the
road at Illinois State on Jan. 2.
Drake moved up to third with 69
points. The Bulldogs finished fourth
last season, slipping in ahead of the
Salukis for the final playoff spot.
SIU-C is picked fourth with 59 points.
The Salukis will not only have their
hands full in the Gateway Conference
by trying to improve on last season's
fifth-place finish, but also will face a
brutal non-conference schedule ilia t
includes four top twenty teams all on
the road.
The Salukis' first major test will be
against No.7 Western Kentucky on

s.. SCOTT, Pall. 18
"If our runners really go after them,
there's no telling what might happen."
Cornell could give no specifics on the
course itsdf, but said the team was
headed to Iowa early to take a look at
it.
"U's an unfamiliar course to us.
We'll jog around it the day before to see
what it's like."
Cornell said 18 teams are eligible to
compete and he expects 16 teams to
show.
Another probiem facing the Salukis
will be the addition of an extra 1.2
miles. Throughout the season the team
has run five miles. This weekend they
will be faced with a 6.2 mile course.
Freshman Vaughan Harry said he
didn't think the extra mileage would be
a factor. The only thing he was worried
about was the cold weather associated
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